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SWEET AND SOUR

HPV is one of the most
. common, and hidden,
STDsatUCF

UCF can't capture C-USA title, but will head to
Hawaii for first-ever bowl game -SEESPORTS,A9

(,.

.

HIDDEN FEARS

I

-SEE NEWS,A2

~

FREE· Publish.ed Mondays and Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com ·Monda* December 5, 2005

~t the finals prepping 'he~

UCF student
Jessica Bryant
studies for her
linguistics final
exam while
enjoying the
quiet campus
scenery and a
few tunes. The
Student
Academic
Resource Center
will be offering
free snacks and
tutoring for
students who
wish to study for
finals inside the
• · SARC office.

Campus organizations help students stay on top of studying, nutrition
ASHLEY GREEN
StaffWriter

With the dark cloud of finals week
looming over the heads of stressed out
students, solace can be found in knowing that there are a number or' events
and activities being h~ld at UCF to
help students deal with this stressful
- time.
The Student Government Associa-

tion has scheduled a number of study
· activities for the week, titled Cram for
the Exam. The activities will be held at
various locations including the Marketplace, Library and Student
Resource Center.
On Sunday, SGA sponsored Ice
Cream Sundae and Dessert Night at
the Marketplace from midnight until 2
a.m. A MidKnight Breakfast will be
held on Wednesday night from mid-

night until 2 a.m. as well Free coffee
will be available to students every
night of the week and SGA will host
activities and designate quiet. study
areas.
Senior radio/television major
Takeshia Stokes said, "I always aim to
be at the free breakfasts during finals
week. My friends and I love free food
PLEASE SEE
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Football breaks home attendance record in loss, accepts invitation to play in Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

With hopes of spending New Year's Eve in
dashed, the UCF football team will be
honeymooning after the Knights' most successful
season in seven years in a rather appropriate
locale.
They're going to Hawaii.
UCF accepted a bid to play in the Sheraton
Hawai'i Bowl yesterday, marking the first time
M~mphis

that the UCF football team has ever made a bowl · olina and the C-USA Championship as the other
game appearance.
·
two appearances.
The invitation is bittersweet for the Knights,
"The Sheraton Hawaj.'i Bowl is a great opporwho were on the losing end of the inaugural Con- turi.ity for our players to close out a successful seaference USA Championship game Saturday at the son," O'Leary said 'Mer coaching in the Aloha
Citrus Bowl:
Bbwl in 1991, I know how great of an experience
The Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl will be televised on this is for our players and coaches. I look forward
ESPN on Christmas Eve at 8:30 p.m. This will be to the trip to Hawaii and the bowl game."
the third time that UCF has played on ESPN this
season, with the season opener ag~t South CarPLEASE SEE ATHLETES ON A7

Where to next

Where: Honolulu, Hawaii
When: Dec. 24, 8:30 p.m.
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Holidays bring.more than just
gifts to some student housing
TIFFANY PALMA
Contributing Writer

rr

According to UCF students
and police, staying safe his holiday season is just a matter of
common sense.
As the holiday season
approaches, UCF students are
reminded to keep safety in
mind. Whether traveling

home for the holidays or
deciding to stay in town, students must reinember to take
extra precautions.
Since most UCF students
will be leaving home to visit
friends and family out of town
and may be·gone for weeks at
a time, theft may be a major
problem.
In 2004, there were 202

occurrences of larceny and'
theft reported to the UCF
Police Department on the
main campus, many of which
occurred during the holidays.
Sgt. Troy Williamson of the
UCF Police Department says
that theft can be avoided if a
few simple precautions are
PLEASE SEE
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New buildings, ·flat land·make UCF accessible
Disabled still have
trouble getting
around campus
CORINNE SCHULER
·.
Contributing Writer

With the number of students with disabilities who
attend college rising, UCF
offers a young, accessible
campus and accommodations,
but some still find it hard to
get arom:id.

"I think it's easy most of the · ternow."
According to the National
way, but they have curbs that
have not been adjusted the Center for Education Statisright way," said Codrina tics, of the 16.5 million underCozma, an English composi- graduate students enrolled in
tion and literature instructor postsecondary institutions in ·
2000, 1.5 million reported
at UCF.
Cozma, who uses a wheel- some kind of physical or
chair because of her muscular learning disability. This growdystrophy, said she has had ing number of students may
problems with the shuttle sys- need accommodations based
on the specifics of their distem at UCF.
!'They would pick up all the . ability.
"It depends on what the
walking students, but not me,"
Cozma said. "It was really
PLEASE SEE DISABLED ON A7
frustrating, but it's getting bet-
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CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Artsy fashions a hit at fall show
UCF Design Club's Annual Fall Fashion show featured art, '80s-based clothes
RENEE FOLEY

Get abuzz on for finals week
The UCF Library will give
out free coffee and mugs after
7:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.
For more information, call
the library at 407-823-2521.

Free food and events
The Student Academic
Resource Center will be open
24 hours a day and host several study events during finals
week.
PJ Day with PB&Js will be
held Monday. Students are
encouraged to wear their
favorite pair of pajamas.
Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches will be served.
There will be a best gi:oup
study competition Tuesday. A
prize will be given to the winners. On Wacky Wednesday,
students are invited to come
study in their wackiest attire.
Thursday, the Student
Government Association will
be handing out free promotional items. Friday is UCF
spirit day, and students are
asked to study in their UCF
apparel
Free scantrons will be ·
given out, and free food will
be available ·after 8 p.m. every
day.
Fo.r more information, call
407-823-5130.

Staff Writer

The sign that hung above
the runway stage reading, ·
"Fashion. Redefining Stereotypes One Season at a Time,"
set the mood for the UCF Fashion Design Club's Annual Fall
Fashion Show Friday night.
The Fashion Design Club at
UCF, founded in Fall 2004,
gives students an Ol:ltlet from
rigorous studies to express
their creativity and passions
through fashion and design.
President Sara Friden has
been involved with 't he club
since its institution last yei;rr;
"I grew up reading Vogue
and had a lot of time to think
about different ideas," Friden
said.
Vice President Emily "Sage"
Burrus developed the theme
for the second annual show,
Art in Motion. Both Burrus
and Friden mutually agree that
fashion is "an attitude and way
of life."
Wearing stilettos and more
than a dozen student-desigfied
couture ensembles, the models
took to the runway exuding a
fierce confidence. Each of the
designs represented the

Info on study abroad
UCF and the U.S. Department of State will' hold a presentation by the Bureau of
Consular Affairs from 2 p.m.
until 4 p.m. Wednesday.
During this two-hour session, staff from··the Department of State, led by Deputy
P+ssistant Secretary. of State
Catherine Barry, will offer
information on services provided to and opportunities for
U.S. faculty and students to
study or trav~l abroad.
For more information, call
Angel
Cardec at 407-882-2302.
'
.

Issues for black women
The UCF Counseling Center will hold its Discussion
Group: Sister-to-Sister from
3:30 p.m. until 4:30 p.m. in the
Cedar Key Room 223.
The group will provide
support, information and
understanding for black
women dealing with selfesteem issues.
Members will explore how
family expectations, depression, relationships and communication prol:>lems impact
one's view of self. Strategies
included are learning ~o build
healthy support networks and
developing positive coping

ANDREA LEWIS
Contributing Writer

John's "dirty little secret"
had him taking many baths his
senior year of high school.
No one but his father and
doctor knew why, and to this
day, very few people do.
After the sµrgery John had
to remove his genital warts; he

was unable to. shower, and
needed to use the bathtub
much more than normal.
"My mom probably had no
idea what .was going on," he
said. "I was just like, 'I'm taking a bath now!' We only have
one bathroom and it's in my
parents'· bedroom."
During his last year of high
school, John was diagnosed as

having the human papillomavirus, also known as HPV.
"I just started noticing
these little bumps there," he
said. "I didn't know what to
think of it at first. But it just
kept getting worse and worse
and worse and fin~y I couldn't take it anymore any longer,
I just had to, I had to go to a
doctor; there was no way

CRYSTAL SCOTT

While Fellers continued to
StaffWriter
explain why he was driving
erratically, Gonzalez could
Officer Samuel Gonza- ..-:.i"~ smell alcohol on him. .
lez was patrolling Central ,~~
Gonzalez noticed that
Florida Boulevard about 2 W(!i~~})1'\\ Fellers was wearing a
' am. Nov. 21, when he saw '!1/(. 1/'W~'ll pink wristband and
a vehicle stop, then shift '• .{fj,,{ ! asked whether he had
into reverse, causing its
been drinking alcohol.
Fellers said he had had a few
tires to squeal.
Shortly after, the vehicle drinks and submitted to a field
crossed the median, and Gon- sobriety test.
zalez signaled the driver to pUll
During the test, Fellers was
over.
unable to keep his balance
The UCF Police Depart- without using his arms and was
ment gave this account:
unable to count to 20.
·
The driver, Daniel Fellers,
Asked whether he thought
22, ·appeared to be upset and he should be driving, Fellers
said he crossed the median said, "I don't think I am that
because a silver vehicle had messed up."
thrown a glass bottle at his car.
Fellers was placed under
There was no broken glass arrest on suspicion of driving
or bottles where Fellers had ini- undei: the influence.
.H e refused to take a breath
tially stopped, and the silver
vehicle could not be found.
test and wa~ taken to Orange

She could not walk on the
straight line or keep her balance
while standing on .one leg.
·
Drunken drivers never prosper
Gonzalez was traveling on
Lambert then said she had
Central Florida Boulevard just two beers at the bar.
after 1 a.m. Nov. 23, when he
She also said she did not
noticed a vehicle stopped on want to get mto trouble and
the side of the road. The pas- that her life would be ruined if
senger door was open, and the she was arrested.
passenger appeared to have
Lambert was placed under
been vomiting.
. arrest for suspicion of driving
UCFPD gave this account:
under the influence.
While in custody, told GonGonzalez parked his car
behind the vehicle and made zalez she would give him all the
contact with the driver, Ila money she had if he would just
Lambert, 20.
take her home. Lambert told
Lambert said she had not Goiizalez that if he took her to
been drinking any alcohol and jail, he would be ruining her
that she had just left her house career at UCF. .
Gonzalez then told Lambert
to pick up a friend from a bar.
Gonzalez observed that Lam- that she was under arrest for
bert was wearing a green wrist driving under the influence a
band and asked her to take a second time. Lambert's ·car was
towed, and she was taken to
field sobriety test.
· Lambert agreed to the test.· Orange County Jail.
County Jail

LOCAL WEATHER
~Tuesday

TODAY IN DETAIL

PARTLY CLOUDY

Fall exam schedule

High: 79° ~ow: 58° ·

Today: Partly cloudy with a 20
percent chance of rain.
Tonight: Expect late-night showers.

Information about the
schedule for the Fall 2005
final exam week can be found
at http://registrar.ucf.edu/calendar/exam/,

•

President Bush urges Congress to
move on guest worker program
WASHINGTON - President Bush is stepping up pressure on Congress to embrace
his plan for a guest worker
plan for foreigners while talking tough about illegal immigration and a need for. secure
U.S. borders.
"Those who enter the
country illegally bteak the
law," Bush said Saturqay in his
weekly radio address
.
This week, the presiC.ent
made appearances in Arizona
and Texas that focused on border security and imhligration,
two items he says will top his
legislative agenda next year.
His goal is- to catch more
foreigners crossing the border
while increasing the' number
. of temporary work visas for
those who will take jobs that
Americans are unwilling to
fill. He is trying to appease
social conservatives 'who take
a hard line against illegal
immigrants and business leaders who want to hire foreign
laborers.
Bush already increased the
number of Border Patrol
agents, but said in the broadcast that he wants money tp
hire more of them, along buying with high-tech aerial
fuones and other technology.
The president said his
administration is committed
to quickly returning every illegal immigrant caught at the
border with no exception5. .
Bush said Congress needs
to fix weak and unnecessary
provisions in U.S. immigration
faws. Those include "senseless
rules that require us to release
illegal immigrants if their
home countries do not take
them back in set period of
time," he said.

- v

~igh:66°

-~ MORNING SHOWERS , Low:52°

r-'! \11/ednesday
Jrnrm@(

SHOWERS

High:69°
Low:57°

Chinese coal mine explosion
kills 169,flood traps 42 more
BEIJING - The death toll
from a coal mine explosion in
northern -china reached 169
· Saturday, making it one of the
country's worst mining disasters in. decades, while a separate flood trapped 42 miners,
officials said.
The explosion arj.d flood
are the latest disasters highly
embarrassing to China's Communist-led
government,
which has repeatedly promised to do more about mine
safety.
Mine accidents in China
killed 6,027 people last year,
according to government figures - a rate of 16 deaths a
day.
Many of the disasters are
blamed on managers who
ignore safety rules or fail to
install required ventilation or
fire control ·e quipment, often
ill collusion with local officials. The issue is further com:
. plicated by the country's soaring demand for power to drive
its booming economy.
The death toll from an
explosion a week ago at the
Dongfeng Coal mine in
China's bitterly cold northeast
rose to 169 after searchers
found three more bodies in the
underground debris, the offiPLEASESEE
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Entertainment
Call tor Info

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
THURSDAYS
&SATURDAY

*MON -DJ N IGHT
*THURS -OJ.>EN MIC
*SUN-OPEN
*TUE-GAME NIGHT *FRI-CONCERT SERIES
FORUM
°*WED -JAZZ JAM
* SAT -SINGER/SONGWRITER

12078 Collegiate Way, Orlando 407 482-5000 fJi1,')
,_Ac,;.o~ ~o!!! ~C!: ~'!!,n!A_fp!b,c;s~n-~l~~e~<J!ar.! _ -~~

FREE

401-211-1665

st Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

50o/o OFF

11

Buy any Specialty Drink at regular 11 Buy~y Lunch item at regular pr.i<;e
price &: get I Drink at same or lesset lj and get l Lunch item at same or lesser
pticc free.
I
price at 50% $avings.
One coupon per day,:_per aasromer. Not valid
with any other offer. E:Xpires: 1/08106

I Ooe coupon pu d~yt per cus.to.-ne-r. Not valid

-:..-:...-:.. -:..-:.-:.-:.-::...-:... -=--=--=--;1---:...----------------=-----11 with any other offer. Expires: 1/08/06

250/o OFF

$1.00 OFF

11
Buy Cafe Britt 100% Costa Rican It
coffee at regular price and get 2"• at 11

CLASS A PLACE
12727·

.

same or lesser price at 25% savings.

One coupon pet dayJ -per customer:. Not valid
with any otl1• 1'ffer. Expires: 1/08/06
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Social J'.lnxiety
Do you avoid ·s ocial situations?

SPECIAL1Y BEERS and FINE WINES
FREE WIRELESS Internet Access (PC's - fee)

Karaoke
----No cover--SMOKERS WElCOME

~.nat:U.ra~offeeandt:ea.com

BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slusltles/Chillers
HOOKAHS! YERBA MATE! Fust in Orland~

1 ---~-·
c""'"--.-.. SMOKEETi\V:ERN~,,

The Future. wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus cohunn, send a fax
t9 407-447-4556 or an e-mail
to
editor@ucfnews.com.
Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday
for the Thursday edition, and
5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
1)edition.

VIRUS ON AS

UCF Police bust students under suspicion of DUI

Today

LET US KNOW

PLEASE SEE

POLICE BEAT

For more informatiori, call
Germayne Graham at 407823-28ll.

The Third Annual Global
Peace Film Festival is set to
kick-off at the Universal Cineplex at CityWalk Wednesday.
Film selections will screen
through Dec. ll at the Cineplex and the Downtown
Media Arts Center. .
This year, the.Festival also
presents a juried "Peace on
Earth" art exhibit at the
DMAC Gallery.
For schedule and information, visit http://www.peacefilmfest.org.
"

around it," he said.
John - not his real name,
but rather a pseudonym the
Future is using to protect his
identity and his privacy at his
request - is not alone. HPV
infects thousands of college
students each year, and nearly
20 million people in the U.S.

_ Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

a

skills.

Give peace a chance

impressed with the production.
"It was amazing," Soto said.
"They were all very creative
·and really talented."
All of the crew, including
hair and make-up artists
Caitlin Carrier and Frances
Sant~ were vital parts of the
successful production. Carrier
and Santi said the main focus
of hair and make-up was
"bright colors, '80s and lots of
curls."
Friden was filled with
mixed emotions backstage
after the show. It was clear that
the hard work and months of
planning had paid off.
"I loved it. It couldn't have
gone any better,'' Friden said. "I
was very impFessed. Everything fell right into place."
The Fashion Design Club is
a growing organization on
campus. Those interested in
joining the club 'can e-mail
Sara Friden at fashiondesignclub@gmailcom.
Designers, models, hair and
make-up artists, artists or anyone with creative ideas are
encouraged to join. There is no
experience needed, and the
club is open to all UCF students.

HPV relllains a hidden, collllllon problelll at UCF

Midnight meal from SGA
The Student Government
Association will hold a MidKnight breakfast from midnight until 2 am. Wednesday
in the Marketplace.
For more information, call
the SGA office at 407-8233291.

designers' individual expres- skirt titled Pop Art. The skirt
was ·adorned with small
sion of the art form.
The new wave industrial images of artwork done by
musical tracks accentuated the Andy Warholaura of the clothing; styles
Fre;;hman model and
worn in the 1980s were blend- designer Nicole Willis looks
ed into the original designs. internationally for inspiration.
Brightly colored fabrics paired
"The Parisian style inspired
with neutral and .contrasting me,'' Willis said. Her reaction
colors· presented a unique to the completion of the show
combination.
was one of relief and happiSophomore
Jamie ness. She said fashion is wearSalmasian, a model and ing what makes you happy.
designer, wore · an outfit
Journalism major Carmen
designed by Friden that high~ Villafane 'c redits a famous
. lighted urban elegance in the designer for her inspiration.
champagne colored booty
"My designs were inspired
shorts and top with satin by Marc Jacobs' fall line," Vtlsleeves. ·
lafane said. "When you see
. Salmasian said her idea of clothes, they speak to you. It's
fashion is anything worn to like falling in love." ·Villafane
make you feel unique. She also also modeled a beach sarong
designed one of the tops mod- designed after Versace.
eled during the show that was
Although the designs are
made out of an apron.
couture, the Fashion Design
. The designers were not Club makes good use of its
afraid to take risks or break any funding. Expressing a philan- .
conventional rules that may thropic attitude, members of
apply to fashion. A yellow the organization give back to
dress with' a keyhole opening the community by purchasing
near the chest paired with · items needecl. for designing at
metallic blue pumps provided thrift stores such as the Salvaproof that anything goes.
tion Army and Goodwill.
One ensemble in particular
The show ran smoothly and
displayed the theme of Art in ~as considered a success.
Motion, .a red wrap-around · Freshman Maria Soto was
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Fear meeting people
Feel like ybu are being judged
Avoid speaking in front of others
Oistike parties
Fear embarrassing yourself
Feel trapped at times due to your fears

..

CNS Healthcare in Orlando is conducting a medical research
study for adults, ages 18·65, who are experiencing these symptoms.
Study participants will receive compensation for time and travel
associated with the study. No over night ~tay is required. Call to
schedule your appointment.

I Office Hours: Mon-Thur 8arn-6pm & Friday 8am-noon I
407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

www.cnshealthcare.com
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What's in the news qt
colleges around the country

UGA fraternity house victim of
arson, authorities say
ATHENS, Ga. - A fire
that gutted portions of a University of Georgia fraternity
house Saturday morning but
caused no injuries was intentionally set, according to
state Insilrance and Safety
Fire · Commissioner John
Oxendine.
The fire injured none of
the 31 students who were
sleeping in the Tau Epsilon
Phi fraternity house, authorities said.
Oxendine · said the suspected arsonist used materials found in the kitchen to set
several fires that spread ·to
the dining room.
.
The blaze was stopped by
a firewall installed during a
recent renovation that protected
the
50-year-old
house's bedrooms and living
quarters, Oxendine said.
A campus police officer
spotted the fire, which began
about 4:18 a.rn. . Saturday,
according to UGA Police
Capt. Lisa Boone.
·
The officer helped evacuate the students and called ·
:the Athens-Clarke ·County
;Fire Department, which put
<mt the flames around 4:27
.a.rn., Boone said.
, The rear of the house was
scorched and plackened, but
,authorities say the building
suffered little structural darn'age. Sate fire marshals, UGA
:police and county firefight;ers are investigating the fire.
UGA spokesman Torn
:Jackson said temporary
'.housing is being arranged for
'):he 31 residents of the house.

South Dakota students repay
student loans best in country
. SIOUX FALLS, S.D. ·college graduates in South
;Dakota have the best record
nationwide in repaying edu:cation loahs.
, Figures from the U.S.
,Pepartment of Education
.show South Dakota's loan
default rate of 2.5 percent is
lowest among the 50 states.
· Higher education officials
say that's because a high per:centage of graduates get jobs
·and are able to pay back their
loans, and South Dakotans
have strong values and
,ethics.
Jay Larsen, financial aid
director at South Dakota
:state University, said the
~state's statistics illustrate the
•character of the students and
•their families.
' SDSU has the lowest .
default rate among the state's
four-year public universities
at 1.1 percent. Among all
four-year schools in South
Dakota, Augustana College, a
private institution in Sioux
Falls, has the lowest default
rate at 0.4 percent.
The Department of Edu•cation numbers are from fiscal yeal" 2003, the most
•recent year compiled. In
addition to the 50 states, figures were compiled· for the
District of Columbia, Guam;
,Puerto Rico and the Virgin
•Islands. Guam had the lowest
rate of all, at 1.7 percent, but
'had fewer than 300 borrowers.
South Dakota ]?.ad more
1
than 12;000 borrowers.

'Iowa State student killed in

hit-and-run accident on campus

AMES, Iowa - An Iowa
State University student died
early Saturday of injuries suffered in apparent hit-and-run
accident, campus police said.
Kelly Jean Laughery, 20, a
sophomore from Orient,
Iowa, was walking on
Mortensen Road when she
;was hit by a vehicle, accord,ing to a news release from
·ISU's director of police. .
Ames police discovered
Laughery at about 4:30 a.rn.
after receiving a report of a
person lying beside the roadway. ISU police were then
called to the scene because
the incident happened in
their jurisdiction, the release
said,
.
Laughery was transported
to Mary Greeley Medical
Center in Ames, where she
was pronounced dead.
Police believe the car
involved is a 1991-1993 Buick
Century.
The investigating is continuing.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Aseries of blasts starts the fall of Zip Feeds Mill tower Saturday in Sioux Falls, S.D. The 202foot building was supposed to be demolished, but to spectators' dismay it only fell slig~tly.
FROM

A2

cial Xinhua News Agency
said. Rescuers searched shafts
at the mine in Heilongjiang
province for two more missing workers, it said.
Meanwhile, at the private
Sigou Coal Mine in Henan
province's Xin'An county, 76
workers were underground
when the mine flooded
around ll:40 p.m. Friday, Xinhua said. Thirty-four miners
escaped.
The mine had no 1 safety
license, and mine owner Jin
Changsong allegedlx went
into hiding after the gccident,
Xinhua reported.
·About 200 rescuers were
pumping water out of the
mine and trying to reach those
trapped, Xinhua . said, but
there was no indication ifthey
had sw.'.vived or not.

Demolition fails to topple South
Dakota's tallest building
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. . Thousands of spectators
gathered Saturday to watch
. the demolition of the city's
tallest building.
The 202-foot-t~ concrete
structure dropped slightly,
leaned a little and stopped.
1 Onlookers at viewing spots
all over downtown groaned
and gasped.
The abandoned feed mill
elevator, widely considered
the tallest building in South
Dakota, was being demolished to make way for office
and retail space.
The property owners had
turned the event into a
fundraiser for the Dakota
chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. Residents bought T-shirts and $1
raffle tickets for the chance to
trigger the blast, and stood
outside with temperatures in
the teens to view the tower's
demise.
Crews had drilled holes
into the tower's supporting
columns and stuffed them
with explosives, intending to
drop the tower like a falling
tree.
The rear of the tower was
so rotten that it wasn't stiff
enough to push over, said Jim

,

Redyke, president of blasting
specialist Dykon Explosive
Demolition of Tulsa, Okla
Crews planned to retu,rn
to · knock it down with a
crane, but that might not
occur until Thursday, said
Jeff Hanson, spokesman for
the site's co-own~rs, Raven
Industries· Inc. and HowaltMcDowell.Insurance Inc. ·
The blast may well have
been enough to knock off the
tower's tallest building status.
Qwest Tower in downtown
Sioux Falls hadn't been far
behind at 195 feet.
·
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Hurricane Epsilon strengthens
as it moves mto the Atlantic
MIAMI - A rare December
hurricane,
Epsilon
strengthened Saturday as it
moved out in the open
Atlantic, where it posed no
threat to land.
Epsilon is the record 14th
hurricane of the six-'m onth
Atlantic season that officially
ended Wednesday. It formed
Friday, two days after the end
of the busiest hurricane season on record.
It had top sustained winds
near 80 mph at 4 p.m. EST, up
from 75 mph earlier in the
day, according to the National Hurricane Center. It was
centered about 930 miles
west of the Azores and moving east at near 12 mph.
Epsilon was only the fifth
December hurricane to form
in more than 150 years of
records, hurricane specialist
Stacy Stewart said.
By December, upperatmosphere winds are normally strong enough to keep
storms in check, Stewart said,
· "but about every 20 years or
so, the atmosphere allows it
to happen."
The latest that a hurricane
formed in the Caribbean was
Dec. 30, which happened in
1954, he said.
Forecasters say 2006
could be another brutal hurricane year because the
Atlantic is in a period of frenzied activity that began in
1995 'and could last at least
another decade.
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WEEK IN HEALTH
worrisome and perhaps dan- .
gerous.
The American Medical
A new company offers a Association doesn't have
visit with the doctor right specific policy on such servover the phone, and many ices, so there are some conpeople in the health care cerns for the patient, said
industry are questioning put- AMA President Dr. Edward
. ting · convenience before Hill. "Nothing we think [of]
can replace the face-to-face
health.
The scrutiny is over with a doctor," he said.
Five states - Virginia,
. TelaDoc, a company that.
offers an over-the-phone visit Florid;i, Tennessee, Mississipwith a physician and, often- pi and So~th Carolina times, a prescription. The require an examination, Gorcompany, which estimated ton said. In those states,
that they have about 30,000 patients must get blood work
customers, went nationwide . and have their temperature
this year, and many doctors' and blood pressure checked
groups and medical ethics · to allow them to use TelaDoc.
Gorton said ailments range
experts question the notion of
doctors making a house call fro:m' urinary tract infections
to strep throat to allergies.
by phone:
· California's medical board
TelaDoc subscribers are
guaranteed to hear back from is investigating TelaDoc's
a doctor within three hours of activities in that state.
Spokeswoman
Candis
their phone call After paying
a registration fee of $18 and Cohen said that meeting the
completing a medical history, requirement of a good faith
an individual subscriber pays examination in California
$4.25 a month and a $35 fee includes an in-person visit.
Gorton says he weicornes
per conscltation.
TelaDoc chief executive the investigation. . ·
'We.expect boards of medMichael Gorton said the Dal- .
las-ba5ed company is merely ical examiners to look into
providing a needed service what we're doing, and we·
and is not meant to replace expect to come out of it
squeaky-clean," he said
the family physician.
TelaDoc does not write
.While many members
praise the service as a con- prescriptions for controlled
venient way to address med- substances or narcotics. And
ical needs at odd hours, oth- uninsured patients with
ers in the health care industry · chronic medical conditions
say diagnosing patients with- are limited in their use of the
out seeing them in person is service, ~ccording to Gorton.

RACHEL BAUMBACH
Staff Writer
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Virus can cause warts, cervical cancer
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are currently infected.
This virus, which can
cause genital warts and cervical cancer, is extremely common at UCF, according to the
REACH Peer Education program, yet few students know
what it actually is.
. "There are over a hundred
different strains of it, and it is
different from herpes, which a
lot of people think is the same
thing," said Eric Bratcher, a
REACH for Wellness counselor.
.
Experts classify HPV into
two categories: high-risk and
low-risk. The high-risk strains
give females cervical cancer,
but warts are uncommon. The
low-risk strains often create
genital warts, but after six
months, the virus , goes into
remission, and recurrences of
warts are unlikely.
"With the low-risk type,
with genital warts, it's most
communicable and most
infectious right before there
are visible warts," Bratcher
said. "But you can still get it
when it's in remission and
there are no visible signs."
Bratcher said that it is still
difficult to gauge how infectious a person is because the
warts can be in places that are
not easily visible.
\
''A lot of guys will [be able
to see if they have warts]
because, obviously, they can
see a lot more of the penis
than a woman can see in the
inside of her vagina," Bratcher
said. "But, if it's inside of her
vagina, anus, something like
that, that -you really can't see,
you don't know if you're in
remission."
It is always possible to
spread the virus through skinto-skin contact, at any stage.
"There's the idea 'Oh, we'll
use condoms,' but condoms
aren't that effective against
HPV," Bratcher said. This is
because the warts can be present anywhere in the genital
region, even in places condoms don't cover.
When John contracted the
virus, he was inexperienced

their infectio. Bratcher said he
thinks the number of infected
who don't realize it would
bring the total much higher.
Virus is incredibly common in the United States~
"It's an extremely common
especially among women
thing," he said. "I have friends
wlio come up to me all the
According to the Centers for Disease Control, genital HPV infection is a.sexually
time and go, 'Hey, you're at
transmitted disease that is caused by human papillomavirus. Human papillomavirus is tfie ·
REACH,
you know what's up.
name of a group of viruses that includes more than 100 different strains or types. More
My doctor said I had HPV:
than 30 of these viruses are sexually transmitted, and they can infect the genital area of
What the hell is it?"'
.
men and women including the skin of the penis, vulva (area outside the vagina),or anus,
Even
John
was
not
sure
and the linings of the vagina, cervix, or rectum. Most people who become infected with
about the difference between
HPV will not have any symptoms and will dear the infection on their own.
genital herpes . and genital
warts, aside from the appearAbout 20 million people are currently infected with HPV.At least 50 percent of sexually
ance.
active men and women acquire genital HPV infection at some point in their lives. By age
"Well, they're the same
50, at least 80 percent of women will have acquired genital HPV infection. About 6.2
thing,
aren't they? 'Cause I'm a
million Americans get a new genital HPV infection each year.
little confused," John said.
John and Bratcher both
There is no cure for HPV infection, although in most women the infection goes away
strongly
agreed that having
on its own. The treatments proviaed are directed to the changes in the skin or mucous
the virus was not the end of a
membrane caused by HPV infection, such as warts and pre-cancerous changes in the
person's life, sexually, socially
cer~ix.
or emotionally.
. "Some people are like, 'Oh
The surest way to eliminate risk for genital HPV infection is to refrain from any genital
my
god, I can't have sex ever
contact with another individual.
again,'" Bratcher said. "'I can't ·
get married. I can't have chiland did not use a Gondom at
The ignorance about HPV _ dren.' Stuff lik~ that. All of this
all.
seems to be as · large as the is not true."
Bratcher said that as long as
"I contracted it from the infected population.
person I lost my virginity to,"
An informal poll of a fresh- a woman goes to her prenatal
he said. "I was a na!ve 17-year- man dormitory in Academic doctor regularly, there is very
old, and I didn't think anything Village revealed that of 56 little chance of having a probwould happen to me, and I got freshmen, three knew that lem carrying a child to term.
''And with the sex part, a lot
slapped in the face with that. I HPV causes genital warts and
got quite a wake-up call."
two students knew that HPV of people are scared about
that, but you just have. to be
Finding out he had HPV and herpes are not related.
"Genital warts are a form of honest with your partner
was not easy for John to
virus that · is transferred about that stuff," Bratcher said.
accept.
John figures it is so com"I kept thinking it was through unprotected sex, and
going to go away, or some- it's a different species of wart mon that contracting the virus
thing, I don't know," John said. than the common wart, but is is only a matter of time.
"I'm not really worried
Anger swept over John dur- still related to that," said
ing the early weeks of dealing Christopher Mireles, a fresh- about it," he said. "I do not
man finance and English liter- really think about it. ·
with his infection.
"If I do give it to somebody,
"It was kind of a loss of ature major.
innocence, in a way," John said.
Mireles had a good reason I'm kind of like, well, consider"The fact that I'm tainted now. to be knowledgeable about ing ~he statistics ·and everything, you probably would
This is something I will have medical science.
now for the rest of my life. I
"My dad's a pediatrician," have gotten it anyway, if you
didn't already have it. It's kind
felt angry."
Mireles said.
John's warts needed to be
Even though so few people of like, if you have sex with
surgically removed, which kriow what HPV and the risks somebody who isn't a virgin,
was a procedure he remem- are, REACH for Wellness you'll probably get infected.
bers as extremely painful.
counsels many students who That's how common it is."
John looks back at his expe"When I woke up [after are infected.
surgery], I just remember sitBratcher said that about 40 rience and realizes that it is
.ting there on the couch crying, percent of the people who something a person cannot
because I was in so much pain come into his office disclose dwell on.
"You make a mistake, you
and there was nothing I could that they are infected with
deal with it and you move on,"
do about it," John said.
HPV.
"I took baths. A lot of
This number includes only he said. "It's not the end of the
baths," John said with a grin.
the people who know about world.''
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Internet journals cast thoughts to world
as

. function a content manager, a
Web publishing tool system"
In Fitzpatrick's eyes, blog. With the Internet becoming gers have a variety of intentions
a staple in nearly everyone's when posting their thoughts.
daily lives, the popularity of
"Some people use [blogs] to
blogging Web sites has contin- communicate with friends,
ued to expand.
while others use them to aggreWeb sites such as LiveJour- gate information," he said.
nal, Xanga and MySpace have
According to Fitzpatrick,
seen usage rates continue to this trend will not be short
climb on a daily basis.
lived.
LiveJournal, one of the most
"Blogging will continue to
popular blogging sites, is evolve,'' he said. "I expect to see
described by its Web site, more media types added. Evenhttp://www.livejournal.com, as tually, a blending of all media
"an online journal service with forms will take place that will
an emphasis on user interac- include e-mail and forums as
tion."
well."
"With a LiveJournal account,
With the ability to post comyou can write entries in your ments freely on the site, securipersonal journal,'' the Web site ty and legality are two imporstates. "You have several tant concerns.
options for security levels,
"We do have rules about
ranging from public entries, what's not allowed: anything
which any site visitor can read, that's illegal, child porn, bestialto private entries, which are ity, privacy invasions and hate
only visible to you. Additional groups," l'itzpatrick 'said. "If
expression of your unique qual- something like that is reported
ities can be accomplished by to us by the community, we
uploading user pies to display immediately take the site
with your entries and by cus- down."
tomizing the appearance of·
Currently there are nearly 9
your journal."
million active accounts on LiveLiveJounial was launched by Journal, with about 30 percent
computer science major Brad of them owned by males and 70
Fitzpatrick in Match 1999.
percent by females. ·
"It was created as a social
The users are not lirilited to
networking/communication
the U.S. alone. The site has subtool - a way to keep in touch scribers from all over the world,
with friends, where they are,'' including Canada, the United
Fitzpatrick said. "It's a great Kingdom, Australia, Germany,
socialization tool that lives up Japan, Brazil and Israel Florida
to, and indeed has surpassed, its ranks second only to California
potential."
~
as the most popular LiveJmirnal.
He feels that blogs are state in the U.S. While user ages
reshaping the Internet as we range from 13 to 55, 18-year-olds
know it.
peak as the most popular age of
"People had Web pages, but account holders.
no one had browsers with builtOffering advice to both vetin publishing capabilities; thus, . eran and novice bloggers, Fitzthere wasn't a good way to store patrick suggests the following:
comments," he said. "Everyone . "If you write something, it will
then turned to biogs for pub- be found. We've seen that haplishing, thus blogs became the pen to our users far too many
new publishing medium and times now. If you want to keep
served as the new home page. something private, don't post it
My personal view is that blogs publicly."

PATRICK MCCOY
Contributing Writer

Bloggers among us
No strangers to the world ofblogging, UCF students actively participate in this growing trend.
Freshman Patrick Hays, a writing major, generally prefers
blogging on LiveJournal. He posts once or twice a week on a
variety of topics.
"It varies between little dumb posts reminding me that I'm
still alive and actual personal thoughts," Hays said. ''Mostly the
former, though. I try to get myself to do more of the latter."
Freshman Justin Wiese, like Hays, prefers LiveJournal for
his blog.
"I have been using LiveJournal, partially because of the
community and partially because of the fact my blog has a
running timeline of my life from March 2002 until present."
Wiese posts to his blog every other day or so, with "usually simple updates or things that amuse me. Usually around
once a week I will post something longer, more in depth."
His blog topics vary greatly daily.
'~ything that comes to mind, from my personal life to my
political views to my plans, feelings, emotions, classes, tests,
frustrations; achievements, successes and failures,"_Wiese
said. "I find telling certain things awkward to my roommate,
so I can just post .a general message sometimes, and he reads
it. It always gets a chuckle out of me when my roommate
leaves a comment. It's as if he understands my anxiety toward
discussing certain topics."
.
Like many regular blog users, Hays, who began the hobby.
at age 16, makes it a point to discuss things that happen to him
in his daily life.
"I don't really have the resources to get anything exclusive
or with a societal resonance,'' he said. "I don't post my opinions on news or politics because who the [expletive] reads a
LiveJournal on politics?"
Freshman Justin Wiese also began blogging three years ago
at age 16.
"Since then, I have kept up fairly consistently with my LiveJournal, with the most notable period of absence in summer
2003 when my computer failed catastrophically and then
again when Hurricane Charley destroyed the replacement
computer I acquired," Wiese said.
Wiese also posts on a lesser-known site. He runs a MoBlog, a blog updated entirely via his cell phone. The address is
http://www.jaesin.textamericacom "I've been operating this
one for about eight months now," Wiese said
When asked about its purpose, Hays summed it up by saying, "Biogs are good for garnering sympathy and attention."
Wiese feels that his blog has become tntertwined with his
daily routine, and has become an integral part of him
"In the same sense that my blog has grown with me, I feel
that I have grown with my blog," he said. "If anything, my blog
has allowed me to keep in touch with people. I have met people who have become wonderful online friends. I feel that
overall my blogging experience has been a positive one, and I
am glad that I have the ability to keep and maintain one."
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Rough Weekend?

light timers that make it look' traveling home this holiday parking lot at night. I don't
like someone is home. But I ·season, other students have want to get shot," she said,
think my apartment is pretty obligations here in Orlando or referring to last year's shooting ·
safe, for the most part."
jobs that keep them in the UCF at Pegasus Landing.
Cowan lives at Pegasus area. Kim Best, 22, an educaWilliamson encourages stuLanding, which, according to tion major at UCF, says she dents who will be staying by
Williamson, may see an will not be headed home for themselves during the holiday
increase in crime due to the the holidays uritil right before season to keep in close contact
holiday season. Last year, Christmas.
with family and friends.
Pegasus Landing had 25 inci"Have people you can call
Also a Pegasus Landing resdents of burglary and 64 inci- ident, Best says keeping safe ' in case of an emergency," he
dents of larceny and theft, this Christmas, for her, really is said. "Have them check up on
according to UCF police a matter of being smart.
you. Make sure people know
reports.
"Obviously, I'm not going to where you are."
"The on-campus housing run around in the streets at
Despite the crime increase
may not see as much crime, three in the morning," Best throughout the holiday season,
but the off-campus apartments said. '~d I won't drive at night the UCF Police Department
and affiliated housing may see on New Year's. My dad always has no plans to increase
more crime because of the said that is when all the crazy patrolling throughout the camvacancy of the apartments," people are out."
pus, according to Williamson.
Williamson said. "I mean, no
"We won't . be doing anyBest also said going out late
one's there."
at night by yourself may not be thing special," Williamson
Despite the fact that a large the best idea
said. "So your safety is really
·
amount of students will be
"I'm not walking around the up to you."

Al

taken.
"Take your valuables home
with you if you can,"
Williamson said. Valuables
could include anything from
jewelry to laptops to other
small electronics.
"Make sure everything is
locked up - doors, windows,
everything," he said.
·
Christie Cowan, 18, is a
freshman at UCF and will be
traveling to her hometown of
Sebring for Christmas this
year. She isn't very concerned
about theft as far as her apartment is concerned, but she still
plans to take a few precautions.
"I'll make sure my room is
locked up, obviously," Cowan
said. "And I might get those
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Disabled students vary widely in needs Athletes rewarded
Al

tions. O'Such, who has spastic
diplegia, a condition that causes
disability is, what the person his hamstrings to be tighter than
needs," said Louise Friderici, normal but doesn't force him to
use a wheelchair, was surprised
J UCF director of Student Disabilities Services. ·~d even disabil- that SDS wouldn't provide him
ities in the same category have with the same accommodations
he had in high school.
different needs."
"I tried to sign up for [disabil.1
SDS provides accommodations based on a case-by-case ity services] at the beginning of
evaluation of students and their the year, but they didn't take me,"
needs. Note-takers, interpreters, O'Such said. "It doesn't really ,
' schedule planning and testing matter, it doesn't really hurt to
accommodations are all avail- walk around."
Students often find the transiable through SDS.
,
Friderici, who has been an tion from high school to college
' advocate for those with disabili- difficult, especially if they have a
ties since she was diagnosed disability and received accomwith a disabling neuromuscular modations at the high school
... disorder in ~966, uses a wheel- level, Friderici said.
She said that in ' college the
chair to travel long distances and
said that, like Cozma, she has responsibility is the student's,
found barriers to accessibility at where as in high school, the
administration is held responsi..1 UCF.
"This campus is not perfect," ble since the law is different.
"Th_e student must self identi· Friderici said. "l haven't met a
fy, must provide app:i;opriate
perfect campus yet."
Friderici added that although documentation and then must
"
students may have a legitimate work with th~ university in
accommodations,"
disability, they might not receive receiving
Friderici added. "They have to ·
, university accommodation.
"We don't look at what causes be a part of the process."
Senior Adam Kaminski, who
the disability," Fridierici said.
"We look at how it affects them. · has used a wheelchair most of
What are their abilities? What his life, said that although some
students · with physical · and
can they do?"
Freshman Adam O'Such, 19, is · learning disabilities need SDS,
one UCF student with a disabili- he never has.
"I think it's a great service,
ty but without SDS accommodaFROM

and I think people really need it," students with disabilities at UCF.
Kaminski said. "I haven't needed Of the 700 students SDS serves
[SDS]. It shows that UCF is real- every semester, 65 percent have
ly accessible as it' is."
a specific learning disabilities or
Kaminski, 22, said that UCF's attention deficit hyperactivity
relatively new buildings and flat disorder or both, Friderici said.
campus factored into his choos- It's the largest category of students, and it is completely invising UCF.
"Go to FSU and UF, and ible.
you're going to get old buildings
"The vast majority of disabiliwith bathrooms that ,are tiny," ties are hidden, even among peoKaminski said.
ple with physical disabilities,"
_ But an accessib~e campus and Friderici said.
university accommodations are
But students' attitudes and
not the . only things a student actions at UCF are usually posiwith a disability has to think tive. Cozma said she and her stuabout. A 2002 study conducted dents have had no problems this
at Middle Tennessee State Uni- semester.
versity focused on the self"We have good communicaesteem of those students.
tion," she said. "I have nq issue
The MTSU study found that , with my students whatsoever."
students with physical and
Kaminski said that, if anylearning disabilities have an thing, people often try to over
equal or higher sense of self- help him.
,"I have a lot of people that
esteem and self-efficacy, a person's judgment of his own ability overly help me ... I don't really
to succeed, than those without.
need ~ lot of help or like a lot of
"Person's with physical and help," Kaminski said. "I've got to
learning disabilities face many do things on my own, and people
more challenges and obstacles should learn that people have to
than the average person," the do things on their own."
study stated. "Therefore, college
The trend toward better unistudents with disabilities who versity accommodations and
attend college may feel that they better attitudes gives Friderici
have beaten the odds, and, there- hope.
fore, their social self-efficacy
"Things have changed a great
may be higher."
deal," she said. "It's just, socially,
Students without disabilities our society has changed in attioften don't realize the range of tudes over time for the better."

with Hawai'i Bowl

monumental occasion for
UCF football. While SaturFor O'Leary, this w ill be day's game might have
the fifth bowl game he has been a loss for the Knights,
coached in his college it was also a record-breakfootball tenure. For the ing day - 51,978 fans
seniors it will be a final attended Saturday's game,
opportunity to put an breaking the original
exclamation point on the attendance record of
50,220 in 2000 when the
8-4 season.
"This bowl is an excel- Knights hosted Virginia
lent reward for our stu- Tech.
Despite the record
dent-athletes and the
coaching staff on a cham- turnout, the Knights fell to
pionship season," UCF Tulsa 44-27. UCF was held
Director of Athletics Steve scoreless in the second
Orsini said. "This is a trip half, and the Golden Hurriof a lifetime for our players cane eventually walked
and we are excited to rep- away 'as the first-ever
resent UCF and Confer- champions of the Conference USA in the Sheraton ence USA Championship
game.
Hawai'i Bowl."
Tulsa earned the CThe Knights will face
Western Athletic Confer- USA J;>id to the Liberty
ence co-champion Nevada, Bowl with the win and will
which accepted the invita- play Fresno State on New
Year's Eve in Memphis.
tion yesterday as well.
Nevada finished the UTEP accepted an invitaregular season with an 8-3 tion to the GMAC Bowl in
overall record and tied for Mobile on Dec. 21.
The Knights' 8-4 season
the WAC crown with Fresno State. Nevada hasn't is among the biggest turnbeen to a bowl game since arounds in NCAA Division
1996.
. I-A history. In 1999, Hawaii
The bowl invitation finished 9-3 with a bowl
announcement comes hot win after finishing the 1998
on the heels of another season 0-12.
FROM
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let's /Jeat the system and
save everyone money!
Tradecollegetextbooks.com is
the fi rst peer-to-peer trad ing website of its kind! No w aiti ng for shipping. Trade,. sell/buy books
and
'
other items. Th is is the true
"buyback system" you have been
waiting for. Take cont rol of how
you buy/sell your textbooks and
other goods. This is t he ad they
don't w ant you to see!

.

Log on to our website
for more details.
IT'S NEW AND EASY

Tradecol legetextbooks.com

UCF

ing Services

would like to congratulate,
Jennifer Jones
our DiningStyles Survey winner!

'Jennifer is a sophomore majoring in Dig ital Media. ~hen awarded
with her i-Pod mini, she said. "Besides giving me an opportunity to let
UCF Dining Servic€s hear my voice about the food served on campus,
the survey gave me a chance to win an awesome i-Pod mini"

We would like to thank Jennifer and all of you that
filled out our survey. We heard you loud and dear and
Dining Services promises io address your concerns to better
serve the UCF Campus DiningStyles surveys are only once
a semester, but we want to hear from you ,all year round.
Please send us any comments or concerns you may have.
There are comment boxes at all of our locations
or you cati fill out a form online.
~heresa

Stevenson

arkelirg Mrinag rfor t.JCF1J1rw19 Services
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SARC provides 24 hours of
studying and some free snacks

Library during finals week.
Bebe Francois also prefers
FROM A1
on Thursday and Spirit Day on
to study on her·own and will
Friday.
probably head to the Library
Other student clubs and this week for some study-time.
Well, all college students do."
The Student Academk organizations are offering
"I like to start preparing for
Resource Center is open 24 study sessions and help to their my exam. at the latest, two days
hours through Dec. 9, and members as well. Elizabeth
she said.
snacks will be provided each Daumen's sorority's academic prior:'
Francois doesn't think she'll
night compliments of SGA. excellence committee has be participating in any study
Tutoring sessions are available planned an event for its mem- groups but will just review her
every day and night of the week bers.
notes, quizzes and text and
along with free scantrons.
"My sorority will be having
SARC will also sponsor sisterhood study and coffee enjoy the free items that will be
offered at the Library.
theme-nights such as PJ Day · and snacks will be provided for
For more information on
with PB&J on Monday where . our sisters:' she said.
SARC tutoring sessions, please
Some students may opt to
students are invited to wear
their favorite pajamas and go to the UCF library where visit
http://www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu.
enjoy peanut butter and jelly there will be free coffee and
For more information on
sandwiches. Other days of the complimentary mugs will be SGA Cram for the Exam week
week include Best Study Group given out in the library Monday please visit http:/ /WWW·
Session competition on Tues- through Thursday after 7:30
day, Wacky Wednesday, free p.m. Stokes said she usually sga.ucf.edu.
promotional items from SGA studies on her own in the
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~ ur eampus bookstore pays more fo

used
tex.tboOks now than any other time of year.

\.
••

Can't maKe it to the store? Try our alternate locations Monday 1215·Friday1219 1oam-41>m..
· · Looi< for our tents at the Recreation Center Par\ling Garage, Engineering Garage, and Bus pick up ·•
• between the Student Union and Classroom Building 1.

Late night buyback hours at the UCf Libiary Monday 1215-ihursd•Y 12187pm·1am.
MATI POlllTI I mnRAl FlORIDA FUTURE
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CONFERENCE USA CHAMPIONSHIP GAME- FLORIDA CITRUS BOWL

,,

TULSA 44, UCF 27

UCF FALLS TO TULSA, BUT HEADED TO BOWL
>\

MATI POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Steven Moffett, right, is sacked and stripped by Tulsa linebacker Nick Bunting, early in the third quarter Saturday at the Florida Citrus Bowl. Moffett had an uncharacteristic four turnovers as the Knights fell to Tulsa 44-27 in the inaugural Conference USA Championship game.

Turnovers the difference in
UCF's 44-27 loss to Tulsa in
inaugural C-USA title game

Coming out in record numbers

UCF says aloha to first-ever bowl
appearance, accepts invitation to
Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl on Dec. 24
ANDY VASQUEZ

ANDY VASQUEZ

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

For most ofSaturday afternoon, a record UCF home crowd of
51,978 waited for the Golden Knights to do what they have been
doing all year long: force a key turnover to vault the team back .
into the driver's ~t
'
But Saturday, that break never came for the UCF football
team. The Knights lost 44-27 to Tulsa in the inaugural Conference USA Championship game at the Florida Citrus Bowl
In a matchup between the teams with the best turnover differentials in C-USA, UCF failed to force a turnover for only the
second time this season, but Tulsa forced four.
Tulsa took the ball away from UCF three times in the second

half

Hawai'i Bowl

REBECCA BARNETI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Fans in the UCF student section showtheir support for the UCF football team before Saturday's C-USA
Championship game. AUCF home-record crowd of 51,978 was on hand to see Tulsa beat UCF 44-27.

'

''I think you have to give Tulsa a lot of credit," UCF Coach
George 01.eary said ''They are a very fih.e football team and
were the better football team today. I thought they controlled
both sides of the line of scrimmage. I thought they Came in and
made plays both offensively and defensively.''
UCF quarterback Steven Moffett, who had taken care of the
ball consistently all season, was responsible Saturday for all of
UCFs turnovers, which led to 17 ofTulsa's 44 points.
'Tm at a loss of words," Moffett sa,id
PLEASE SEE

LARGE ON A11

Although the UCF football
team's inaugural season in Confer. ence USA ended in disappointment .
in the championship game at the
Florida Citrus Bowl. on Saturday,
there was some good news for
Golden Knights this past weekend.
UCF VS. NEVADA
UCF is headed to its first-ever
When:
bowl game.
Dec.24,8:30p.m.EST
·
UCF President John Hitt, AthletWhere:
ic Director Steve Orsini and Coach
Aloha Stadium, Honolulu
George O'Leary confirmed Sunday
Broadcast:
afternoon that the Knights have
ESPN
accepted an invitation to play in the
Sherato.1;1 Hawai'i Bowl this month.
On Dec. 24, the Knights will cap off a week in paradise
when they will face the Western Athletic Conference's
Nevada (8-3) at Aloha Stadium in Honolulu.
"It's a great .reward for the players, coaches and fans for
what has been a really magical season," Hitt said.
UCF's 44-27 loss to Tulsa on Saturday cost the Knights
the chance to play in the Liberty Bowl in Memphis, Tenn.,

In case yo~ missed the game:
1st quarter:

2nd quarter:

3rd quarter:

4th quarter:

. UCF gets off to a quick
start with a score on
the opening drive, but
aTulsa interception
sparks a comeback
and 14-7Tulsa lead.

The most memorable

Two key turnovers led
to 10Tulsa points as
the Golden Hurricane
pull ahead to a 41-27
lead after a field goal
and touchdown.

UCF's comeback effort
falls short when the
Knights can't find the
end zone on fourthand-goal. Finalscore:
Tulsa 44, UCF 27.

quarter of um year,
as the teams score a
combined 37 points.
Tulsa strikes late·in the
half to lead 31-27.

PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON A10

.

'

. Men's basketball falls on road to Florida for first loss of young season
CHRIS HOYLER .
Staff Writer

UCF Coach Kirk Speraw
entered the Stephen C. O'Connell Center in Gainesville Saturday morning in search of notching his 200th career coaching

victory.
He left there Saturday afternoon with his first loss of the
season, as his feelings about his
team's lack of preparation for
Florida rang true in their 80-47
defeat at the hands of the
Gators.
·

Florida Coach Billy Donovan
won his 200th game with the
Gators, and forwarq Corey
Brewer led the way with 25
points and seven rebounds.
Brewer shot 10 for 14 and played
strong on the defensive end
with five.steals.

"Florida is an awfully good years have been able to keep
basketball team," Speraw said. · games with talented opponents
"We knew that it would be a like Connecticut and Pittsburgh
tough task coming in here and close, held the Gators in check
that w e would have to play early and were down just 20-15
exceptionally well to win. Obvi- with 6:51 remaining in the first
ously, we did not do that."
half.
The Knights, who in recent
Mike O'Donnell, who left the

Bethune-Cookman game on
Tuesday after suffering a head
injury, hit a 3-pointer and tw-0
free throws during the 7-0 run
that drew the Knights to within
five.
PLEASE SEE

GATORS ON A10

STATE & NATION
No.1USC66,
No.11UCLA19

players but never take them to
the ultimate destination.
Many felt there was no way
LOS ANGELES - A step
away from playing for a third Brown could have messed it
straight national title, Reggie up with this group. Against
Bush and No. 1 Southern Cali- Colorado (7-5), it was never in
fornia stomped into the cham- doubt.
But even though they were
pionship game by overpowering their crosstown rivals playing against a vastly overmatched opponent - a team
Saturday.
. Bush ran for 260 yards and they had already beaten 42-17
two touchdowns in a 66-19 vic- in the regular season - the
tory over No.11 UCLA, the 34th Longhorns deserve credit. ·
Texas grabbed a 14-0 lead
consecutive win for the topranked Trojans and 16th after 11 minutes and 35-3 midstraight against a ranked oppo-· way through the second quarter. The Longhorns played rel- ·
nent. .
Now, only Texas stands atively mistake-free football
between USC (12-0, 8-0 Pac-10) and looked like a true power in
. ana a perfectly historic season. this regard, the week after
The Bowl Championship many questioned their focus
Series will make it official on in a 40-29 struggle against
Sunday: Trojans versus Long- TexasA&M.
Young was criticized in that
horns on Jan. 4 in the national
win, with many wondering if
title game.
The festivities at the Colise- he was really Reisman materium started with a warm al if he couldn't dominate
farewell to a senior class that's against the 109th ranked
been part of one of the greatest defense in the country. There
dynasties in college football were no questions this time. In
history. Reisman Trophy win- the two-plus quarters he
ner Matt Leinart was last to be played, he finished 14-for-17
honored with a long standing for 193 yards with three touchovation before USC and UCLA down passes.
played for the 75th time.
· From there, it was Bush's Florida State 27,
No. SVirginia Tech 22
day.
JACKSONVILLE - Willie
Against the 115th-ranked
run defense in the country, Reid returned a punt 83 yards
USC made its intentions clear for a touchdown, while the
for the start: Keep it simple, defense continually harassed
and let Bush put a punctuation Marcus· Vick leading Florida
mark on his Reisman cam- State to an upset win over Virpaign. No doubt both Bush and ginia Tech.
The Seminoles
(8-4)
Leinart will be in New York
next Saturday when the big snapped a three-game losing
bronze trophy is handed out. streak - the program's first
And after the way Bush fin- since 1983 - and won the
ished off the regular season, it league title for the 12th time in
certainly seems like it's his turn 14 years. They turned around a
disappointing season and
hold the hardware.
On the second play from earned a Bowl Championship
scrimmage, Bush zipped away Series berth in tfi.e Orange
from tackles for 28 yards. USC Bowl, where they likely will
ended up driving 70 yards on face No. 4 Penn State.
Few could have envisioned
16 plays without completing a
pass. UCLA (9-2, 6-2) held the that matchup. Not after FloriTrojans to a 35-yard field goal da State was outscored 89-36
in losses to North Carolina
by Mario Danelo.
· It was a small victory and State, Clemson and Florida.
Boosters and fans were
one of the few UCLA would be
able to chalk up in its seventh calling for Coach Bobby Bowden to frre his son and offenstraight loss to USC.
sive coordinator, Jeff Bowden.
Some were even talking.about
No. 2Texas 70,
the elder Bowden stepping
Colorado3
HOU$TON - Led by four down after 19 losses in the last
touchdowns from Vince five seasons. Others were
Young, Texas embarrassed already looking ahead and
Colorado, a predictable result guessing how many in a row
that gave them a spot in the the team would lose; Florida
BCS title game, Jan. 4 in State hasn't lost four ,in a row
since 1975, the year before
Pasadena, Calif.
With the game well in hand, Bowden arrived.
Vick led the Hokies (10-2)
some Longhorns fans clad in
burnt orange could be seen to consecutive touchdowns in
sniffing yellow roses in the the fourth quarter - a 29-yard
stands. The Longhorns (12-0) pass to Josh Morgan and then a
are going·for their first undis- 4-yard run - that cut the lead
puted national title since 1969, to 27-15. He capped a 93-yard
when Darrell Royal worked the drive with a 1-yard touchdown
run with 1:45 to play that made
sidelines.
'
Saturday's win, which was it 27-22.
But Tech, without any timethe eighth-largest margin of
victory in the program's ll3- outs, failed to recover the
year history, gave Texas its onside kick. The Seminoles
first Big 12 title since 1996 and ran out the clock from there the first title of any kind for . and celebrated another ACC
Mack Brown, the veteran title.
coach who built a reputation
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
for his ability to recruit great

Knights still 'seething' after defeat
FROM

A9

on Dec. 31. The GMAC Bowl
decided to take UTEP instead
of UCF, leaving the Knights to
be invited by the Hawai'i
Bowl.
That did not at all disappoint Orsini, who said the
Hawai'i Bowl is where the
Knights want to be, given the
circumstances.
,Clearly, the Knights would
rather be headed to the Liberty
Bowl as C-USA Champions.
But considering that two and a
half months ago, UCF had the
longest losing streak in the
country, a trip to Hawaii isn't
such a bad consolation prize~
· The Knights will not prac-·
tice this week while finishing
fall semester final exams. They
will return to practice Dec. 1316 before leaving for Hawaii.
The Knights are tentatively
scheduled to arrive in Hawaii
on Dec.18.
ESPN will televise the game
live at 8:30 p.m. EST (3:30 p.m.
in Hawaii), marking the

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Coach George O'Leary, on the sideline during UCF's 44-27 loss to Tulsa Saturday, won't
be making his first trip to Hawaii. He went to the Aloha Bowl as a Georgia Tech assistant.

Knights' 'fifth appearance on
national television, third on
ESPN.
Logistically, .t he game site
poses a major problem for
fans hoping to travel to UCF's
first-ever bowl game. But
O'Leary said it would be
worth their while for those
fans who can find a way to
make the trip. ·

"If [fans] can get to the
game, I think they're going to
have a wonderful week in paradise," O'Leary said. "We
could sure use their help in the
stands because they were a
great aid this year."
The Knights are used to
playing away from most of
their fans. UCF is only the
fourth team in NCAA history

to play seven away games in
an 11-game schedule and take
part in a bowl game.
UCF players learned of the
trip on Sunday afternoon
when O'Leary called a meeting to announce to his team still, in O'Leary's words,
"seething" from Saturday's
loss - that they were headed
for a week in the Aloha state.
"I know they're very excited," O'Leary said. "They've
never been there, so it's a lot of
uncharted waters."
This is the fifth time
O'Leary, as a head coach, has
led a team to a bowl game. As
an assistant, O'Leary helped guide Georgia Tech to an an
18-17 win over Stanford in the
Aloha Bowl on Christmas Day
1991 in the same stadium that
UCF will be playing in this •
Christmas Eve.
Ticket information and
travel package information
were expected to be available
on UCF's official athletics
Web site, http://www.ucfathletics.com, some time today.
i

Gators dominant second half spearheads rout
FROM
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However, an 11-3 run to finish off the first half gave the .
Gators a 36-23 advantage, and
the momentum continued right
through the break and into the
second half.
Turnovers plagued the
Knights throughout the game,
as they finished with 19. Five of
those came in the first three. and-a-half minutes of the second half, allowing the Gators to
take advantage with a 14-1 run ·
that extended their lead to 5024.
Brewer, a sophomore, took
over from there, scoring 11
points in the next six minutes
with help from fellow sophomores forward Al Harford and
center Joakim Noah.
Harford scored a careerhigh 17 points, shooting seven
for 11 and pulling down five
rebounds. He also matched his
career-high with four steals,
while Noah added 13 points,
five rebounds and five assists.
"I really thought in the first
half that we were going to be
able to hang with them,''
O'Donnell said. "I think the
biggest thing in the second half
was guys got out of control We
just fell apart."
Guard Justin Rose was the
only Knight in double figures
with 12 points in 31 minutes,
while O'Donnell added seven
points in 33 minutes.
Speraw, who said that the
Knights "weren't ready" for
what they were about to face·

"I really_thought in
· the first half that
we were going to be
able to hang with
them."

•'
.,

- MIKE O'DONNELL
ON .UCF'S LOSS TO FLORIDA

PHIL SANDLIN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Forward Anthony Williams, right defends Florida's Al Horford, right, in Saturday's second half.

after UCF struggled in defeat- . turning the ball over three
ing B-CC last Tuesday, proved times.
to be right, as the Knights
The Knights took just eight
couldn't compete with the · 3-pointers, a season low. The
Gators in the second half.
Gators, who are always among
Guard Josh Peppers strug- the nations best 3-point shootgled in just 15 minutes of play- ing teams, were 50 percent on
ing time, shooting one for four Saturday, shooting six for 12.
while scoring four points and
Florida was also able to take

advantage of UCF's turnovers,
scoring 34 points off the
Knights' 19 miscues. They also
scored 34 points in the paint to '
just 18 for UCR
"When we started turning
the ball over and taking bad
shots, that was what [Florida]
wanted to happen," Rose said.
"That is what they got. We hung
in there for the first half, but
then we got out of our game."
, •
The Gator victory was their ,
eighth in eight games all-time
against the Knights and their·
largest margin of victory since .. •
an 89-54 victory in 1986. The ..
Knights were held to under 50 ,
points for the frrst time since
their 53-44 loss to Pittsburgh in ..
the frrst round of the 2004 -.
NCAA Tournament.
"We have to forget about
[the loss]," O'Donnell said. "It is
over. We've just got to get back ,
to practice and 'p repare for our
next game."
UCF will have 10 days off for , •
final exams and return on Dec.
13 to face Florida Atlantic in
,)
Boca Raton.

••
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PICK-UP ONLY SPECIAL

10%

.OFF

I .

WITH

Jumf>o Win9's
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
.
. • • •••• 3.99
5 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
10 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) ••••••••• • ••••••••• •• •••••• •• 6.4g
15 (One Flavor, 1 Ra·nch) .••••••••••••••• • ••. , •• • .•• • • 8.99
20 (One or Two Flavors, 1 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••••• 11.9g
30 (One or Two Flavors, 2 Ranch) •• • •••••• • ••• •••• ••••• 11.g9
50 (Up to Three Flavors, 3 Ranch) •• . •••• •• . •• •• •••••••• 27.99
75 (Up to Three Flavors, 4 Ranch) •• , ................... 37.99
100 (Up lo Four Flavors. 5 Rancl1) ....... . ....... .. . . .. .. 47.9g
Add Celery • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • .69
Add Fries to any Wing order • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 1.99

l.?u.f:'.f:'ulo Win9' l?uske't
10 Wings, Ranch and Wedge Fries • • • • , ••• • •• • ••• • •.•••••••. 7.79

Fres/, Salads
CHRIS CARLSON I ASSOCIATED PRESS

USC's Reggie Bush jumps over a UCLA defender in the second quarter of USC's 66-19 win.

Pick your salad
Grilled Chicken Breast, Fried Chicken Breast lIB Buffalo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
Plain .QB any one of our 25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
Blue Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mustard, Lite Italian

CJ.ieken S<tndwiclies,
·Cli'i cken Fin9'er S<tnclwic.'1
&: l/"l Pound Rur9'et>s
served with Wedge Fries*
•substJtU1ions available foran additional charge

Wedge fries ••••• ••• ••..••.. •Regular 1.99
•••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••Jumbo 2. 9g
Cheese Fries •. •• •• ••• •• • • • •••Regular 2.99
...................... ... . Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings • •• •• ••••• , ••• •• ••.•••••Regular' 2.4g
. ••••••• .• •.•• . .•.•••.• .• ••.••••• • .•• • • ••• •Jumbo 4.49
Mozzarella Sticks (5) •••• • •••• •• ••• • ••• • , • • • •• • •• '. ••••••4.49
Fried Mushrooms •• •• • ••• , • •• • •••• • • •••••• •.••••••• • ••4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery •••••••• •• • , • • ••••••••• • , • , ,gg
Ganlen Salad • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • 4.49
Side Salad • : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

lCid-'~ "Menu

16oz.Bottles . ...... . . .. .. .. ... . ... .... 1.49
2·Uter .•• . • • .• . ••. , .• • .• • , ••. •• •• • • • • 2.49

DesseM:
Brownies . .... . ...... .... ... ..... .. .. . 1.49
Cheesecake ••••• • •••••••••••••••••••. : 2.49

t

~.
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&
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So-Pt Drinks

·~

WINGS

•

$6.99

STUDENT ID

20

s7 29

Pick your Sandwich
•
Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
Chir.kAn Finger Sandwich
1/2 Pound Burger ·
Pick your Flavor
Plain .QB any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.9g

...

Not Valid with any other offers.
Wrth Coupon. Expires 12-31-05.
FU2

------:1
DELIVERY OR PICK-UP

5 Wings & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5,4g
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49

,!-----~~~--·--~~
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REGUlAR

·)

'Jo

FRIES
()~

s1oee
CHOOSE

•

•
j'

ANY FLAVOR
Not Valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 12-31-05. .f
FU1
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CONFERENCE USA CHAivlPIONSHIP GA1\rfE -· TULSA

INSIDE

THE

NUMBERS

1

Saturday's loss
was the first
time since the
USF game that .
UCF didn't have
a turnover.

3

After 12 carries
for 103 yards in
the first half,
UCF's Kevin
Smith only had
th~e more ruAs.

6

On Saturday
against Tulsa, UCF
scored on its
opening drive
for the sixth time
this season.

19

44, UCF ii7

In 19 days UCF
will take part in
its first-ever bowl
game at the
Sheraton Hawai'i
Bowl vs. Nevada.

KEY STATS
Tulsa:

UCF PLAY OF THE GAME

Joe Burnett
Burnett's 68-yard punt return sent a record UCF
crowd of 51,978 into a frenzy and gave UCF a
24-21 lead with 7:02 left in the second quarter.
UCF freshman
cornerback and
return specialist
Joe Burnett
returns a punt in
the second half of
UCF's 44-27 loss to
Tulsa on Saturday.
Burnett capped
off his remarkable
regular season
with a game to
remember as the
freshman
returned a punt
68 yards in the
second quarter to
give UCF a 24-21
lead over the
Golden Hurricane.

Turnovers- 0

UCF:

Turnovers - 4

C-USA Championship

GAME NOTES
Moffett under fire?

Junior quarterback Steven Moffett played,
by all accounts, his worst game of the season,
throwing two interceptions and having several
other passes batted down or dropped by Tulsa
defenders.
"I don'tthink he played as well as we have
seen him play,"UCF Coach George O'Leary said.
Moffett was also sacked four times, and,
while he was able to elude the Tulsa rush on a
few plays, he struggled to find his receivers
when flushed !Tom the pocket.
"He just made some silly mistakes as far as
running with the ball and then trying to throw
on the run," O'Leary said.
•
The absence of junior receiver Mike Walker, who emerged as UCF's leading receiver and
Moffett's favorite target, may have been the
reason for Moffett's troubles in the pocket,
though O'Leary felt differently.
"I don't think we missed Mike Walker,''
O'Leary said.
Moffett will have a few weeks to practice
with his new receivers and develop a rapport
before facing the Nevada Wolf Pack in the Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl on Dec.24.
"He has been our quarterback through the
eight wins and by no means was the reason for
today's loss,'' O'Leary said.

Smith shines

REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, UCF didn't play to potential in loss to Tulsa
Game balls •••

Hurricane hits Orlando, yet again, this
time in the form of Tulsa football team
CHRIS HOYLER
StaffWriter

It was not supposed to end like
this.
The biggest home crowd in
~ UCF football history was not
meant to be sent home wondering ''What if?"
..,
UCF Coach George O'Leary
talked all season about the difference between fans and supporters: the ones who stay with teams
through the-peaks -and valleys of
the game, the season and the difficult process of building a football
program.
•J
Certainly, not all of the 51,978 at
the Citrus Bowl on Saturday were
UCF fans, but tiine will separate
the fans from the supporters, just
~ as time separates the consistently
good programs from the flukes.
Tulsa quarterback Paul Smith
deserved to hoist the Conference
USA Championship to the hundreds of fans who made the long
trip. Here's how the Golden Hurricane won the inaugural C-USA
Championship game.

Tulsa won because...
Two weeks of planning was
not enough to find a way to stop
Tulsa's ultimate weapon, tight end
_. Garrett Mills.
Mills, who came into the game
the nation's leading tight end in
receptions and yards, was given a
free release off the line on many
pass plays in the first half. Without
.a chip from a linebacker or defen-

sive end, Mills ran his routes
unimpeded and racked up six
catches for 133 in the first half
alone.
"We had double coverage, and
· the kid blew the coverage on the
first catch," O'Leary said
O'Leary and defensive coordinator Lance Thompson adjusted
in the second half, double-teaming Mills more, but by then it was
too late to derail the Tulsa offense.
'We went into the game ready
to adapt, no matter what they did,"
Mills said ''I remember in the second halfthey pressured me a little
bit more at the line, but we were
still able to run the ball"
Smith and running backs Uril
Parrish and Tarrion Adams tore
up the depleted front seven, who
were missing defensive end Glenroy Watkins and outside linebacker Jordan Richards. Smith,
Parrish and Adams combined for
196 yards on the ground
'We didn't collapse the line of
scrimmage enough," O'Leary
said. "In the third quarter, there
were too much running yards ill
there for their running back.''

UCF lost because ...
Its attempt to create some
more of that magi.c victory potion
blew up in its face.
Everything the Knights did to
win games this ~on evaporated
and floated 50 yards to the other
sideline. Tuisa won the turnover
.battle, won the battle at the line of
scrimmage and did not get dis-

Offense: Garrett Mills (Tulsa)
Defense: Paul Carrington
Special teams: Joe Burnett

little more than two months. They
will play in their first-ever bowl
game in a few weeks, a huge step
in that difficult program building
process. The team li..as bounced '
back from difficulty plenty of
times. this season, and anyone
who bets against players doing it
again is taking a risk.
'When we played South Florida, a lot of people said we could
never come back from that one,
but we came back and had a good
season," UCF center Cedric
Gagne-Marcoux said. 'We have
another game, the bowl game, and
we are just going to come out and
play hard"

What this means ...
MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Steven Moffett sits on the sideline in the second half of UCF's loss to Tulsa.

couraged in the face of a come- and make some tough throws,
an4 fortunately, we were able to
back.
Steven Moffett looked like intercept them."
Kevin Smith dominated in the
Steven Moffett in 2004.
O'Leary said Moffett did not miss first half, gaining 103 yards on J2
· Mike Walker, but any quarterback carries. The decision by O'Leary
lacking his favorite target is going to run him·just three times in the
to have difficulties adjusting in the , second half was curious. Jason
first game without him. It didn't ,Peters never really got going, and
help that Moffett had little time to Dontavius Wilcox ran well in
throw in the second half after a spurts. Smith's use in the Sheraton
first half in which the play action Hawaii Bowl will be something tq
and rollout plays were successful watch.
"I thought we did a really good'
job of maintaining our rµsh lanes The silver lining ...
The Knights went from O-forand containing Steven Moffett,"
· Tulsa Coach Steve Kragthorpe 17 to hosting the Conference USA
said. 'We forced him to step up Championship game on ESPN in

Unlike the last loss to Southern
Miss, where a bunch of bad
turnovers led to a shell-shocked
group of Knights, this game film
needs to be analyzed until the roll
burns.
In a shocking twist, O'Leary
was outcoached by Kragthorpe,
who adjusted when his biggest ,
. threat, Mills, was negated in the
second half. O'Leary had his
offense sputtering in the second
half, but he failed to take Kevin
Smith offthe bench despite his outstanding first half performance.
Again, don't doubt O'Leary,
Moffett or the rest of the Golden
Knights, who have proved they
can dig out of the deepest holes.
Those who ~b shovels and bury
the Knights can wear a "supporter" shirt while doing so.

, Large margin of victory was not indicative ,0f heated competition
i
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FROM A9

''I had four turnovers today, and
this whole season my whole thing
has been not turning the ball ovei:
It's just a credit to them for making
plays when they had to:'
The passing game wasn't the
only facet of the UCF machine to
struggle. The defense gave up 401
yards and allowed All C-USA firstteatn tight end Garrett Mills 152
yards and one touchdown on eight
receptions.
Mills was named the MVP of
the game by the members of the
media, but the Knights did a good
job of shutting him down in the
second half, allowing him only two
catches for 19 yards.
The Tulsa rushing offense
picked up the slack for Mills. Running backs Uril Parrish and Tarrion Adams combined for 120
yards on 14 carries in the second
hal£
'We didn't collapse the line of
scrimmage enough," O'Leary said
"In the third quarter there were
too much .running yards in there
for their running back.''
The first half was everything a
football fan could hope for. UCF
scored for the sixth time this season on its openin~ possession.
M ffett found re'\eiver Willy

Thornton for a 43-yard touch- Citrus BowL setting off a massive
down, providing what seemed to celebration.
be an early answer to the loss of
It was Burnett's second punt
leading receiver Mike Walker to a return for a touchdown in as many
knee irijury.
games and the sixth-longest punt
It didn't last, however, as Tulsa return in UCF history.
scored 2I tinanswered points,
Tulsa answered with two min~
punctuated by a Moffett intercep- utes left in the first half. Qµartertion by Nick Graham that was back Paul Smith passed to Mills for
returned to the UCF 2-yard line. a ·29-yard touchdown Smith finTulsa scored on its next play and ished 13-of-20 with two touchled21-7.
downs.
But the Knights stormed back,
Prater kicked a field goal from
withUCFs youth movement lead- 40 yards as time expired in the first
ing the way. On UCF's next pos- hal£ narrowing the deficit to 31-27.
session, true freshman running
As exci~ as the first half was
back Kevin Smith accounted for 74 fot UCF, the second half was antiyards on the ensuing 92-yard drive, cfunactic and disappointing.
which pulled UCF to within one
On third-and-eight on UCF's
score. Smith finished the remark- first second-half possession, Mofable drive with a remarkable 31- fett dropped ba:ck to pass and was
yard touchdown run on third-and- stripped of the ball by Nick
one.
.
Bunting. The Golden Hurricane's
Smith, th~ C-USA freshman of . Nelson Coleman recovered the
the ye3r, finished withl08 yards on ball at the UCF 16-yard line. Tulsa
only 15 carries, but carried only drove to the 1, but the defense
three times in the second half.
· stood and held the Golden HurriAfter a Matt Prater field goal, it cane to a field goal, which extendwas freshman cornerback and ed the lead to 34-27.
return specialist Joe Burnett's turn
UCF drove on its next possesto take the spotlight on national sion to nearly midfield, when, on
television
second-and-seven, Moffett evaded
Early in the second quarter, a tackle while scrambling forward
Burnett took a Tulsa punt 68 yards Just before reaching the line of
through the heart of the coverage scrimmage, hmxever, he threw a
and into the nbrth end rone of the pass to the mid~ of the field and

was intercepted by Roy Roberts.

''I don'fthink he played as well

as we have seen him play,'' O'Leary
said "I think he was trying to make
plays instead ofletting the flow of
the game take qver. He just made
some silly mistakes as far as running with the ball and then trying
to throw on the rim He has been
our quarterback through the eight
wins and by no means was the reason for today's loss."
.Five plays after the interception, running back Tarrion Adams
ran 25 yards along the left sideline
for a touchdown, giving the Golden Hurricane a 41-27 lead
, "We could make a bunch of.
excuses, but the truth is that we
came out there, and we got outplayed by a team that made more
plays," UCF center Cedric-Gagne
Marcoux said. "Usually, that's
where we get the edge,.in creating
turnovers, and we score off those
turnovers, and we couldn't do that
today."
Although everything seemed
to be going against the Knights,
UCF had a· chance to make it a
one-possession game early in the
fourth quarter.
After a short punt, UCF got the
ball at the Golden Hurricane's 41yard line with 13:15 left. Junior running back Dontavius ilcox ran

twice for 14 yards and a first down
at the 27. Then, Wtlcox broke a run
to the right side, and it seemed
there was no one between him
and the end rone. But he tripped
and fell 10 yards short
UCF couldn't score, though,
and Tulsa clinched the championship with a 14-play, 83-yard drive
that ended with a 26-yard field
goal
UCF senior defensive end Paul
Carrington, playing in his final
UCF home game, had his best
game ofthe season with two sacks
and nine tackles.
·
Receiver Brandon Marshall
also closed out his career at the .
Citrus Bowl in style, with seven
receptions for 109 yards.
The good news for UCF is that
it has one more game left in its
· remarkable turnaround season
UCF will travel to Hawaii this
month to play in a bowl game for
the first time ever. The Knights
will face Nevada in the Sheraton
Hawai'i Bowl on Dec. 24.
"That's a chance to redeem
ourselves and end our season on a
good note," Moffett said ·
It will mark UCFs fifth appearance on national television this
year and the third time on ESPN,
which will carry the game ]jye at
8:30pmEST.

UCF Freshman running back Kevin Smith
not only proved to a national audience why he
is Conference US.A:s Freshman of the Year running for 108 yards on just 15 carries - his
performance also impressed Tulsa Coach Steve
Kragthorpe.
"I think he's a very good football player,"
Kragthorpe said.''When you lookatthefactthat
he's arreshman,that makes it jump offthe page
even more."
Smith carried UCF when they needed him
the most, breaking off runs of 34 and 31 yards
on the same drive, the latter being the touchdown runthat cut the Tulsa lead to 21-14.
'We knew coming into the game it'd be a
challenge to contain him, he got some runs, he
broke a few on us, but again Ithought we held
up pretty well against'a great back," Kragthorpe said.
The seven play,92-yard drive in the second quarter opened with Smith's 34-yard run, a big
play considering Curtis Francis' muffed kickoff that had pinned UCF inside their own 10-yard
line. Smith, who was also chosen as C-US.A:s second team running back, broke the 100-yard :
mark for the fourth time this season. He finished the year with 976 yards, good for sixth all- ~
time on the school's single season list.
"He's going to have a great career here,''
Kragthorpe said.

Smokin' Joe Burnett

Joe Burnett scored on a punt return for the
second time in two games, darting 68 yards ·
down the UCF sideline in the second quarter to
give the Knights their final lead of the game at
24-21.
"I thought Joe Burnett was his consistent
selfand he is only going to get better and better," O'Leary said.
Burnett is now just the third player in UCF
history to return two punts for scores in one
season and is now No. 2 in the nation in punt
return yards.
With his 82 yards on two returns, Burnett
now has 463 yards on 28 returns for the season.
That is second to Texas' Aaron Ross, who finished the season with 481 yards on 32 returns.
Burnett is also tied with five other players
with two punt return touchdowns, behind
UCLA's Maurice Jones-Drew, who has three.
"Ithink he is a very fine football player,"
O'Leary said.
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Hurricane Garrett

Garrett Mills broke the NCAA record for
single season yardage by atight end on Satur- _
day,finishingthegamewith l,164yardsonthe •
season.
The previous record.was 1,156 yards by
Chris Smith ofBYU in 1990,butonehastowonder how Mills could earn this record when
award distributors do not even consider him a
tight end:
Since Mills lines up in several different
positions, including halfback in the backfield
and slot receiver split out wide, he is ineligible
for the John Mackey Award, given annually to
the nation's best tight end.
According to the rule book, the award will
n6t be given to anyone who is not considered a
"true tight end."
The Mackey Award should ask Coach
O'Leary and UCF if it thinks Mills is a true tight
end, as he lined up .as one on most of his big
catches.Mills finished with 152 yards on eight
catches, including 37, 29 and 24-yard strikes
!Tom quarterback Paul Mills.
Mills was voted the game's Most Valuable
Player by the media.

Hurricane delayed

The only thing that was able to ground the
Tulsa offense this weekend was technology.
The team was stuck in Tulsa as its flight out
of town Friday afternoon was delayed for sev, eral hours due to mechanical issues on the airplane, not arriving in Orlando until 10:15 p.rn.,
forcing them to have a late meal before resting
up for Saturday's game.
"You've heard of lunch and brunch, we
had the difference between dinner and breakfast," Kragthorpe said.
Quarterback Paul Smith had a name for it,
as he leaned in to tell Kragthorpe.
"Dinfast,"Kragthorpe said."l like that."
Kragthorpe praised the team's focus, saying that it"wasn't a big deal" and that be(ause
ofthe delay,the team was able to go back and
have a good walk-tnru practice and meetings
before leaving.

The Tulsa turnaround

UCF's turnaround may be one of the most
impressive in the history ofcollege football, but
Tulsa's turnaround is nothing to sneeze at. The
Golden Hurricane came back from finishing 4-7
last season and being picked in the bottom half
of C-USA West to win the conference.The turnaround, while not as stunning as UCF's, is a big
step for a program that, in three years under
Kragthorpe, has taken huge strides.
.
"Wefre a little slow, we should have won
[the conference] last year,"Kragthorpe said.
Tulsa will go to the Liberty Bowl to take on
Fresno State.The Golden Hu·mcane was embarrassed in its last bowl appearance in 2003,as PJ
Daniels rushed for 307 yards in a 52-10 victory
for Georgia Tech in the Humanitarian Bowl.
"Certainly,they are avery talented football
team," Kragthorpe said. "They're a wellcoached football team. We got a challenge on
our hands, but it's one we accept, it's one we
know exists, and it'll be a great opportunity to
go to Memphis to represent the university,the
city and Conference USA."
Meanwhile, UCF players said they would .
be prepared for whomever they would face in
their bowl.
"Idon't care who shows up, we're gonna
come play our game and we're not gonna play
out·otour element,"Smith said.
- ·CHRIS HOYLER
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OUR STANCE

Crips founder
should stay put
S

tanley Tookie Williams is
and those factors led to the
next in line to be put to . guilty verdict that Williams
death by the state of Calieventually received.
fornia as he faces execution on
Williams has maintained for
the duration of his sentence that
Dec.13.
Williams, founder and forhe is innocent and that he does
mer member of the infamous
not deserve to be executed. He
has stated adamantly that he is a
Los Angeles Crips gang,
changed man and is not the
received a death sentence after
being found guilty of killing four same ego-driven thug that he
people during a string of robwas when he first promised to
beries in 1979.
cause troubles within CaliforBut, now the convicted killer
nia's death row.
has almost become a celebrity
It's certainly possible for a
and other big Hollywood names person to change. It's even easiand national political figures
er for a person to .c hange when
facing death only eight days,
have taken to Williams' case
with growing interest.
away. Any man or woman
would likely swear on everyCelebrity figures from.Jamie
Foxx to Snoop Dogg have
thing they hold sacred to prevent being killed. But words
weighed in on Williams' case.
mean nothing.
Many believe that Williams' life
Actions speak much louder
should be spared while others
and Williams' actions have
argue that the punishment
shown that the man accused of
should fit the crime.
Williams insists that he is a
brutally slaying four people and
·changed man and in no manner
spending most of his youth
resembles the gang banger he
addicted to PCP might have
once was. He also insists that he actually changed his mind and
is innocent.
his lifestyle.
While in prison, Williams
Witnesses testified against
not only educated himself with
Williams after his murderous
information mpst people
rampage and swore under oath
that the gang member admitted . receive in the classroom, but he
to killing employees of his burfound God and devoted himself
glary targets.
to the Bible.
After reading the book's mes- ·
None of those witnesses is
alive today, though, to warrant a sages, Williams once said that
new investigation or to even
he knew he needed to renew his
· faith and atone for the guilt of
consider reversing the death ·
the lives of the thousands of
sentence.
Regardless of the lack of wit- Crip members who had died
nesses, Williams' legal team is
throughout the decades since he
arguing that evidence at the
helped found the gang.
On top of educating himself,
crime scene and forensic testing
were mishandled and botched
he reached out to children while

not having the ability to step out '
from behind iron bars. Williams
penned children's books that
taught kids the importance of
staying away from gang activity
and the harm that joining gangs
could do based on 1;iis own
experiences.
But some prison officials are
arguing that Williams is using
this recent public relations
onslaught to bring light to the
·Crips and that he is actually still
running the gang from behind
the prison walls.
There's no evidence, and
other officials call the claim a
longshot at best. The idea that a
51-year-old man has the capabili- '
ty to run a nationwide crime
and drug syndicate is ludicrous.
Williams is the man serving
time for slaying four people and
those people had families that
have grieved in the same time
period that Williams has spent
in prison.
·
Because he was found guilty
of the murders, Williams must
serve his sentence unless proof
of his innocence is found. But
the man has changed and that
says something.
For helping to create such an
atrocious and socially destructive gang like the Crips,
Williams has every reason to be
in prison.
He should serve a life sentence simply for coming up with
such a deplorable group that has
destroyed lives, families and
communities. But he should not
be put to death.
People are capable of change
and Williams is a human being.

OUR STANCE

U.S. has no need
for torture
W

hite House officials
are ducking yet another hot topic by ignoring constant inquiries into the
alleged existence of secret prisons used to torture prisoners of
war detained by the CIA.
Instead of answering as to
whether or not these prisons
exist, these officials are simply
maintaining that the U.S. is the
global leader in human rights.
While that assertion could .
very well be true, it still has
absolutely nothing to do with
the main question that the
media and general public have
been asking: does the CIA use
inhumane tactics to interrogate
detainees and prisoners?
What these officials are failing to recognize - or at least
failing to recognize publicly is that the media, the American
public and every country that
openly criticizes this administration has every right to be
questionable and judgmental
after the actions at the Abu
Ghraib prison mIraq.
The notorious actions and
photos of Lynndie England and
the other military prison guards
involved with this controversy
aren't eXfictly the best support
for the White House officials to
say that this country does not
tolerate torturing prisoners.

The biggest problem with the
latest dodging of the topic is
that the officials are standing up
for President George W. Bush
and saying that he does not condone nor support any of these
violations of human rights and
that people are held accountable
if they violate these policies.
If that's the case, then why is
Bush's own vice president openly opposing a Congressional ban
on torturing prisoners of war if
this administration is entirely
against the act?
Dick Cheney i.s urging the
U.S. Congress to reconsider disallowing torture if not for the
armed forces then at least for
the CIA Cheney believes that
these practices are sometimes
necessary in order to obtain
information that could be related to an.act of aggression
against the U.S.
Cheney's support of practicing torture on prisoners is
invalid and hypocritical.
Cheney's belief in the necessity of using torture and other
questionable methods does
nothing more than add fuel to
the fire that this administration
is no better than the people it
claims to be fighting.
If this country's government
approves any sort of legislation
that would allow torture as a

measure of national security,
then it has done nothing more
than sink to the level of the terrorists and insurgents fighting
the coalition in the Middle East.
The next step would be to
create videotapes s~owing
American soldiers beheading
prisoners.
Past leaders have shown that
there are more humane and civil
methods of obtaining information. There is evidence that the ·
government knew about an
attack by Osama Bin Laden and
al-Qaida before 9/11 ever even
happened.
It didn't take torture and pain
to find that information, simply
hard work and surveillance by
intelligence agents.
Cheney has too many opponents in both the Senate and
Congress to realistically believe
that he has the slightest chance
at passing any bills allowing tor,.
ture.
Even Republicans have spoken out against the idea of
allowing something so inhumane.
Cheney and these White
House officials need to come
clean and reveal the truth about
whether or not these secret
prisons exist. If they don't, it
will simply torture their reputa·
tions.

A LITTLE
TOO
IRONIC.
' IT'!S LIKE
RA-A-AIN ..

WE LO!ST TO
Tl-IE 1-JURRlCANE!S. l!SN'T
IT IRONIC?

I !SWEAR, u:
YOU PLAY
Tl-IAT. !SONG
ONE MORE
TIME...

"'

READER VIEWS
Ticket sales need to be fair
It is a price of success that the students
must now wait in line for tickets to a sporting
event.
Students at other institutions have long
been troubled with the process of cutting
classes and waiting fu long lines each to get
tickets to support their own teams.
UCF can hope to expect more of this
happy problem: organizing the sale of tickets
to adoring fans.
It could be done simply by giving numbers or wristbands to each ID-bearing student in line, almost like ge'tting a number' at
tlie grocery store's meat counter, or allowing
students to purchase tickets via the school
network, almost as if they were registering
for classes online.
But group sales of hundreds of tickets on a
phone line didn't seem fair to the individual
fan.
I imagine that the students and faculty
and athletic department couldn't have foreseen this a few years back, but success breeds
.
'
new circumstances.
Reward the fans who are season ticket
holders, reward the alumni who have given
yea:rs o~ support, and mostly reward the current student body by organizing a fair and
equitable ticket distribution policy for these
games.
·
Let's hope that UCF football and basketball and other sports soon become a hot ticket in Orlando.
-BOB CROUCH

I CE gives people options
In regard to the article "College Park
boosts- safety'' [Central Florida Future, Dec. 1,
p. Al] some comments appear to reflect a
complete mislµlderstanding of the original
reason for puttirig the contact under the
acronym "ICE" in cell-phone address books.
Yes, most people do have "mom" or "dad"
or "home" in their address book. But using
ICE will enable yc;m to choose who your

·"

nominated contact is.
That person can then be told they have
been entered as the ICE contact, and emer- _
gency services will know immediately where· ( >
to look to get the correct contact, instead of -.
just guessing.
' ,;·
It is almost universally known by rescue , v
workers and is a: resource where previously •
there was none.
.'
di

- BOB BROTCH1£

There's even more to ICE

.,

As the national director for the U.S. and
Canada for ICE Contact, I would like to
thank you and your staff for sharing the
information about ICE and helping to pro- '~
mote awareness of it.
The ICE program has greatly improved
since its original concept as a cell-phone .
entry. We now offer a membership program :
that issues a unique ID number to the indi- ~
victual and equips her or him with an ID card,
.
-:
key fobs and vehicle decals.
These forms of ID serve as added protec-''
tion to the original concept ofICE in the
_
event that the cell-phone battery e:lg)ires; if ·
the phone cannot be paired with its owner, is'
locked by PIN code, becomes damaged; or if
it is a phone that eII!ergency services cannot
properly use.
These are real circumstances, and with
the added protection of the other forms of
ID, contact with friends or family is more
efficient.
Also, with the membership, members.can
securely store up to four emergency contacts,
as well as vital medical information, and their
information is kept private by not having any
of this medical or contact information readily
available to just anyone.
I invite you to visit our Web site,
http://wWw.icecontact.com, for further infor-'
mation.

>)
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-KELLEY D. REIS

NATIONAL DIR~CTOR ICE CONTACT, U.S.

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send lettersto editor@UCFnews.com,
· submit themon line at www.UCFnews.com or fax them·to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET ·
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WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

:'How do you feel about
UCF's loss to Tulsa Saturdayr

TONY BARBIERI

DAVID STEPANEK

GEORGE UJUETA

Electrical engineering

Aerospace engineering

Business management
\

"I'mdisappointed.This was their big
chance to win."

"I am deeply saddened, and Iam
having trouble sleeping at night."

"At least we have a bowl game still."

The Centml Florida Future is a free u1dependent campus ne.vspaper serung tl1e UnM!r.iiiy of Central florida. Opinions in the Future are lhose ofthe inilliidual columnist :UJd not necessirily those
of the editorial siaf! or the Unil=il)' Administration. All content is property of die Centml FloridaFuture and~ no< be reprinted in part or in wholev.ithout pennission from tlie publisher.
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"We're still going to a bowl. At the end
of the day, if you spell our school name
backward,1t doesn't spell 'a slut."'

"Those slims played hard. Iwish our
bowl game was going to be closer so I
could go."
~
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"After losing so manyin a row, it's a
great stepping stone for next year."
'
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I may be a snob, but I'd like to ·

make some changes next time
It should take me roughly
.
one week to get over Saturday's
Conference USA Champi- .
, onship loss, Qefore I can really
kick back and bask at what a
remarkable season the Knights
have had
·
It's a painful feeling, sure, but
the best advice I can offer to
everyone is this: Take the pain
MOUTHING OFF
and the agony oflosing, and
ASHLEY BURNS
~ simply realize that without an
Managing Editor
awesome season, we would
. have never known this brand
for.it.
new type of pain.
Don't get me wrong, rm all
The 0-11 season felt like the
for ideas that promote school
entire roster of the Rockettes
spirit but maybe next time we
lined up to take ttims kicking
can flip to the Weather Chan..... me in the throat. Saturday's loss
nel rm not criticizing anyone,
feels mostly the same until you
just simply forewarning that
rationalize that UCF was never
maybe next time we'll have
even supposed to be in that
Tank Tops and Speedos Day at
'~ game. Therefore, the Rockettes
the Citrus Bowl and another ice
were lined up to kick away, but
age will roll through.
afterward they all gave backNext up: I thought the offirubs.
cials walking a liberty bell
Since this was the first time
behind the Knights' bench
rve ever experienced a conferwhen the game was out of
ence championship game, I've
reach with less than two min. utes left was a tad inappropri·' . come up with a list of things
that irritated me during the
ate. That's kind of like hosting a
game that I would change the
marathon in Ethiopia and
next time UCF hosts the title
awarding the winner a pot roast
.
game. .
and then having the runner-up
First of all, something has to
walk it over to him.
be done about the noon ganie.
Maybe I'm just bitter
Tailgating at_6 am. is like bowlbecause I had to cancel my
ing sober. Watching the sun
· New ;year's Eve plans and my
come up on the morning of a
hotel reservations. Maybe I'm
big game is oddly poetic, but
bitter because UCF lost. Maybe
, washing down eggs with Coors
using maybe isn't necessary.
Light is not exactly the best way
Something1 absolutely hate
to start a day.
in sports is when a coach calls a
Trust me when I say that
timeout with so little time left
being an insomniac with way
and his team has the game·
too much emotional investment sealed Tulsa was guihy of this.
into the game leaves very little
Tulsa's coach called timeout
time for sleep. Zero hours and
with less than a minute left and
\ zero minutes to be precise.
the players simply celebrated
Next, the ''Black Out'' camand doused him with·Gatorade.
paign was a cool idea, but anyHey, I'm impressed with
. thing that involves wearing
Tulsa's win, and the Golden
black should be attached to an
Hurricane put together quite
asterisk regarding weather.
the little turnaround from last
Sure, it was _ice-cold the night
season. But save the.celebrating
1~
before, but we Floridians know
for after t:l}.e game. It's called
that the gods of weather love to
class.
pick on us more than anyone
You didn't see me flaunting
else in the world I felt like I was in front of Buffalo and Temple
watching the game inside a
fans last season when UCF finmicrowave oveIL I now have a
ished winless and stole the
spectacular sunburn to show
ESPN B9ttom 10, did you? OK,

bad example.
.
I like to think that aside from
some people within UCF athletics, rm usually at the forefront when it comes to building
spirit and a sense of traditioIL I
never like to criticize any
group's efforts when it comes to
a new chant or cheer. However,
for the past few years, one thing
has kind of crawled under my
skin.
When the band plays the
fight song and everyone does
the side-to-side thing with their
anns I ,tend to get a little confused Why are we doing the
side-to-side? Shouldn't we be
moving our anns from front to
back in front of us as if we're
lancing something? If I'm missing something, then, someone,
feel free to fill me in.
My·concern with side-toside is that rve seen other
schools do it. Well, that, and it
makes me feel like I'm in a
Naughty By Nature video. How
about we try the lancing
motion, and ifit doesn't work,
then we can go back to the sideto-side? I'm all about compromise, people.
I know I shouldn't complain
about this, but why are people
such sticklers when it comes to
'assigned seats? Just because 16
of my friends wanted to shang.:
hai the three rows in front of
me doesn't mean there's reason for people to be upset.
Of course, rm kidding. It was
kind of cool to finally have to
argue with people about the difference between rows B and Z.
Finally, the one thing that
gets my goat more than anything else is that the Knights are
going to.a bowl game for the
first time ever, and I won't be
able to go. Not many people at
all are going to be able to go.
I guess I'll have to wait for
next seasoIL
Want to know the one thing
that's not bothering me for the
first time ever as a UCF fan?
It's having to say, ''Let's wait
for next seasoIL" ·

a

Ashley Bums can be reached at
editot@UCFnews.com

Current census data indicates that
people with a bachelor's degree earn a
median income of $40,000.annually
while those who earn a master's and
doctoral <:fegree earn $50,000 and $65,000
annually respectively.

www. graduate.ucf.edu
Visit our website for ingre
inform.ation1 or ca11
407.823.2766.
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HELP WANTED:
I~
~General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Veterinary Assistant
East Orlando area. Experience
preferred. Please Contact Isabel
407-447-9444 or fax resume to
407-447-5998

Disabled female student seeks assistant
to attend class and take notes.
Starts Jan. '06. 18·20hrs/week. $8/hr
Approx. 10am-4pm M,W,F
Call Anna 407-847-0788 Purple@kua.net
SPORTS MARKETING OPPORTUNITY!
Team up w/ the Kramer Games Athletic
Events coming to Orlando. Earn money,
gain exp, and have fun. To apply:
630-405-9800. www.kramergames.com

@ Wedgefield Golf Club. Must be
avail wkends. Free golf + pay. Call
Ken or Bob 407-568-2116 ext. 1

~J~~~- ~~
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All shifts avail. $10 to $22/hr.
Call Nicole at 727-271-2703 or 407-927-1691.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM _
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
Click on Surv,ys.

Cart Barn Person Needed

Ldoking for 1Otf 15 aggressive sales
· -~ ~ ' reps to market the

Mobile Auto Detailers Needed
$10/hr. Must have own car. Flexible
schedule, no weekends or evenings.
407-761-1440.

We pay cash for your' opinions and .
Market Research Focus Groups. To
learn more check us out at
www.herrongroup.com/participants
or Call 888-671;5977, ask for Frank

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com
HELP WANTED- FT/PT Clerical Position
Must be bilingual, have comp/office
skills, flex schedule. No exp. needed.
Call Holly 407-855-8786
Seasonal Valet Attendants needed.

FT~T. Great pay/flexible schedules.

Immediate openings.
· Call 407-971-9131

Graphic Designer Needed
for web project. Applicant should have
exp in Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, &
html. E-mail resume to
employment@onlinelabels.com or call
407-339-2626

PT Floor/Sales Position
Flexible schedule, competitive pay, &
friendly atmosphere. Apply today!
Call Julia: 407-658-2274

Looking for Outgoing PT Valets

Employment
Opportunity
'" Route Distributor
-Flexible Hours
-Up to $17/hr earning
-Local Route
-Weekly & monthly
Bonuses & Incentives
-Car Allowance
-Rapid advancement

Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. Immediate
openings. Apply online @
parkwayvalet.com
Kitchen Help/ Dish Washer needed for
UCF Sorority House. Flex Hours.
Call Dot at 407-929-4502
or dtbogert@cfl.rr.com

Looking for some extra$?
We have the best part time job
in Orlando and you can earn
full time pay $8 $20 /Hr.
We offer:
AM shift - professional B2B calling
PM shift.- fun residential calling
Flexible schedules - Paid training
Referral Bonus $100
Sign on Bonus $100
Incentive bonuses for extra hours
Fun and friendly environment
Staff dedicated to your success

Houlihan's.Coming Soon!!
Now Hiring Servers, Line cooks, etc.
M-F 9am-7pm, Next to Panera
11448 University Blvd. 407-770-6990
Equal Opportunity Employer
Super Star Needed for Christian Office.
Friendly, Reliable Self Motivated person
wl high energy to be front desk manager
for busy family chiro. office. Mui;t have
comp. skills, exp. helpful but will train
qualified person, needs genuine interest
in health and love for ppl a must. Approx.
25-30 hrs/wk. Fax Resume 407-327-9035

Orlando's BIGGEST Br BEST
Water Theme Park is
accepting applications for the
following Full Time entry-level jobs:

Earn $1 O in a research study
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kbezek@gmail.cor:n
Promo Products Co. Hiring Graphic
Designer and Outside Sales. GD needs
exp. in free hand, photo shop, illustrator.
407-262-3967 or fax to 435-921-9198

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
• Refrigeration Technician

Kennel Ward Attendant

~eeded for animal hospital near UCF.
No experience necessary. PIT.
Please Contact Isabel 407-447-9444
PIT runner needed for downtown law
. firm. Morning and afternoon shifts
available. Must be reliable and have
own t ransportation. 407-425-0234

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!

Call Jacqueline @40i-YJ:5-0(F7

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

30 DRAFTING HELP
WANTED - 3D modeling with
AutoCAD Inventor or· Pro/E. Local
firm needs part time help with 3D
drafting in the fishing tackle
Industry. Flexible, work from home.
Call 407-694-1349 or fax resume to
407-447-7640

Give us a call today and get started next week
Orlando 407-243-9400 • ·Winter Park 407-673-9700
Restaurant

•
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RETAIL SALES ASSOCIATE
FT/PT, no Sundays or evenings. Apply
@ Uniform City: 1243 East Colonial Dr
or fax resume to 407-895-0304.
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

·Benefits Include:
-Vacation/Sick Leave
-Insurance and 401(k)
Theme Park admission for both Wet n'
Wild and Universal Studios
-Tuition Reimbursement

LOOKING FOR PROGRAMMER
FOR PAID INTERNSHIP
with skills in Visual Basic, HTML,
asp.net, or .net. Flexible hours,
Mon-Fri. Send resume to
employment@onlinelabels.com

.

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs .
VeVKennel Exp. a-plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*'*
Call 407-628-3844.

Apply in person at t~e
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
.Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa @407-354-2085
Or apply online at www.wetnwildorlando.com

Weekend Porter - $1 O/hr
Hunter's Ridge Apartments
Sat & Sun, 7:30am - 9:30am,
Call 407-677-7070
CHILDCARE NEEDED
Single working mother new to Orlando
area needs caring & deper:idable
caregiver for t~o girls ages 11 & 8. After
school hours & some full days.
Call 340-514-9320.

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

¥
~

~~~
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All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS• DISHWASHERS
Apply in person daily. 2pm - 4pm:
8
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 6_

EARN
UPTO
$170/MO.
do~ating

plasma regularly
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New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation .
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Orlando
407-862-8786
Jacksonville·
904-807-9441

Tampa
813-514-5627
Tallahasse
850-385-4920

www.workforstudents.com
)~
r
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Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earri cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100
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HELP WANTED:

A~ROSS

Part-Time
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EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY

,,.

Avalon Park
Professional Group on a Joined Lease
$400 and up. per Share
Many other houses available near by.
View on website
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com

Advertising Representative

F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail January 1, N/S, no pets.
$475 including utilities.
407-243-2630 or KellyRoop@hotmail.com

Work for an established, reputable publisher of local
. newspapers and specialty publications. Must have
previous sales experience, strong work ethic and excelleht
communication skills. Base salary, commission,
bonuses, retirement and health benefits. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 or e-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com

...,

Looking for 1 person to share
beautiful 412 house w/ pool. Private
bathroom, great neighborhood, 5
min from UCF. $550/mo - util inc.
WID. Call Dan 321-662-1515.

Female Roommate Wanted

_____

PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE

4/2 New Home in Avalon Park.
Masterbedroom $400/mo, 1 bd $300/mo,
Grad student or senior pref. util. incl.
.Call 407-275-2282 or 203-952-8878.

COPY EDITORS: Three scholarship positions available for the Spring semester. Editing
experience preferred, journalism major required. Must be available Wednesdays and Sundays.
CARTOONIST: Responsible for drawing one cartoon per issue using
humorous commentary on issues presented in the Future. Paid position

Female Roommate Needed For
Jan 1 '06. 1 private bd and bath in
414. $510/mo, utilities Included,
fully furnished. Boardwalk
Apartments. Call 407-312-8841

There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. For more information, e-mail inquiries to Dana Delap! at newsroom@UCFnews.com .

I NOW HIRING I
I

F Roommate Wanted
1/1 in a 2/2 at Tivoli. $465/mo + utilities.
Unfurnished BD Avail. Dec. 15
C.all Lindsey 321-287-6641
1 bd avail. in a 4/2 home a block from
University Blvd. Access to bus, pool,
small fridge in room, internet, and
furnished room. Great for an Abroad
Student, other languages spoken.
$425/mo utilities incl., Avail ASAP.
Call 407-620-1100

GRAPHIC ARTIST

Female wanted to share 2/2 apartment in
Courtney Springs (434 & Greenway).
$500/mo: incl all util but elec. Avail
immed. Short term OK. 407-538-2208.

We are currently seeking a graphic desigrier for
the Spring semester who has knowledge in
Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark with a good
sense of ad design and composition.
Approximately 1Oto 15 hours per week.

3 Rms Avail in 5 Bdrm House

(rotral 3f=loriba 3f=uture

2800 sq feet In Avalon Lakes.
Near UCF. 2 rooms @ $550/mo.
1 room at $620/mo w/ own bath.
Rent includes all utilities.
Available Jan 4. 407-221-0066.

I

4/4, 3rd floor. 1 room w/ private bath.
Rent incl util, cable, internet, w/d,
UCF shuttle. Call 561-644.-0380 ASAP

E-mail resume to Ben@UCFnews.com or fax to 407-447-4556 ext. 217

300~

Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822 .

NEW TOWNHOME, ASHFORD PARK
· 3/2.5, $1300/mo plus util. New
Appliances. Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

..

.

Overhead Door Installers Needed.
Commercial construction & welding
experience a plus. Must have i::lean
' driving record & transportation.
FT with overtime in Apopka area.
Call 407-884-5955.
Software Engineer (Orlando, FL). Full,
• time. Master degree in Computer
Science or bachelor degree with
minimum 5 yrs exp. Proficient
in software development methodologies
• & concepts, & full product lifecycle .
Network design experience, Java, J2EE,
Cold Fusion, Netscreen, BIG IP
required. Contact Avista Management
Inc., 5353 Conroy Rd, Ste 200, Orlando,
FL 32811 , Attn: Sofia Barnes: •
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9058

Customer Service Reps
Needed. Kelly Services is currently
recruiting 50+ full time rec!livable
management reps to work at Cingular
Wireless. Positions will start Nov. 21
$1 O/hr, Possible temp. to hire
If interested call 407•246-1821

Villas at Waterford Lakes Townhouse
2/2.5, Deposit neg. based on credit
$1050/mo, Call 407-808-0055 or
407-243-1811

2/2 Condo in Maitland
Gated comm, sec sys, very clean, resort
style pool, gym, near ADV sportsplex.
$1150/mo +sec deposit. 321-278-9990.

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

[250 ...!~
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Room Avail in 4/2 House
Close to UCF. Large backyard, hot
tub, W/D, lawn care, phone w/ LID,
digital cable, high-speed wireless
internet & storage incl. $400/mo +
1/4 util. Call for lnfo:321-230"0658.

1 M roommate wanted, 3/2/2
house, pool, fenced yard, furn/unfurn
rm avail: 5 mins from UCF & VCC.
Avail Dec 14. $425/mo + 1/4 power.
Call Brad @. 407-808-8039

F Roommate in New 412 House
$500/mo inc util. UPSCALE COMM.
Pool & tennis, mlns from UCF, no
pets. Call Marie: 407-461-8197
2 F Wanted for 3/2 Home. UCF Area.
1st room $450. 2nd room $400. + utilities
High speed internet, cable, W/D, _quiet
community. Call Marianna 352-870-1235

$269/mo ·- Available 12/1 or 1/1
Female roommate needed for a 3/2 in
Sherwood Forest, UCF area.
·, LeasEl till June. 407-405-4363.

NEW,HOME/YOUNG PINE
· 4/2, $1490/mo plus util.
New Appliances, Backs to Conservation.
866-737-7323 or email
MC0922@aol.com
Room for R~nt-Male. Jan-May in 3/2
home 10 min fr UCF campus & VCC.
Fenced back yard, cable/roadrunner/
wireless, HDTV. 2 car garage. W&D,
$425 + 1/4 util. (407)521-5563
Beautiful, 1,500 sq. ft. home, 3/2,
2 car garage.with fenced .yard,
washl!r/dryer, close to UCF and sec.
$1300/mth+dep. No pets.
Avail 1/21/06. 321-277·6102

2/2 Condo Hunters Reserve
2nd floor over looking pool/pond;
Avail after Dec.20th, $875/mo.
Call 407-383-5434
3/2 Home w/ gar. * 5 mins from UCF
quiet neighborhood, W/D, screened
patio, fenced yard, pets welcome
$1150/mo. Dep. n~c 407-451-1134
Townhouse For Rent
2 Bd/2.5 Ba, tile floor, new
appliances, re-modeled corner unit.
.5 mi. from UCF, W/D, Avail. 12/1
http:/1147199.rentclicks.com
$850/mo. Call 407-310-6583
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
2 Properties For Rent near Thorton Park
in Downtown. Wood floors, large closet,
bl'j.c k street, & yard care eluded. 2/1
$1;,loO/mo, 1/1 $1000/mo, 07-228-2848

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BO in 3 BO home on lake,
6 mins from UCF. $500/m·o incl. util,
ry/s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

'94 Nissan Altlma GXE. automatic, 4
dr, 97K, mint cond.,sunroof, $3995
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya
2Q02 Saturn Sedan
Sports pkg. 5 spd w/ sunroof and CD
p layer. Original owner, good cond. $6,000
64K miles. Call 321-752-5802
'02 Ford F150. quad doors, 4 wh.
drive, step side, runs great! $12,995.
Oviedo Motors 407-36618611 •
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya
'94 Honda Civic LX 4 dr, 5 spd, 104K,
drives like new, 34m/gall. $3995
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
. 3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya
'91 Acura lntegra. 4 dr. au.tomatic
Cold AC, sunroof. $2800
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya _

'98 VW Golf. 5dr hatchback, 5 spd.,
runs like a champ! Price to Sell $2995
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya
'99 Saab 93 convertible. 5 spd, 7~K,
Great vehicle to own & drive, $7900.
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya

Room for Rent in 4/3 Home
1 rm avail Jan 1. Pool table & spa .. 5
mins from UCF. $500/mo, everything incl.
Call Travis at 941-685-3954.
FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a
dorm. Mins from UCF, Ample
Pa'r king, Includes cable, internet,
appliances, utilities inlc up to $150.
Avail Dec. 321-777-8126

2 Rooms Available in 413 House
to share with professional Mom &
son. NIS, no pets, in Oviedo & close
to UCF. $500 per roomfmo inc
utilities. 407~67-5978
Room avail. for Male in 3/2 home
near UCF. Clean, quiet and resp.
senior or grad. pref. House incl.
furnished room, screened-in patio
w/ln-ground jacuzzi, home theater
system w/ stadium seating, lawn
care, digital cable and wireless
Internet. $500/mo. all util. incl.
Jan. mOVfi!"in. Call 407-709.5098.

Room Available in 3/2 Home
5 mins from UCF, nice & quiet
community, high speed internet, cable.
$425/mo inc all utilities. 407-595-1183.
4 bedroom house behind UCF. Spring
semester. $500-650/mo. based on room
size. Includes utilities.
Call Jordan at 305-731-9631.

.II

ROOMMATE WANTED
Fully furnished,
utilities included
Call Hannan 407-362-5101

'97 Suzuki Steem. 4 dr automatic,
good transportation, $1500
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
. 3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya
'96 Acura 2.5 LT. automatic, fully
loaded:leather seats, sunroof, $5400
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya

I
UCF Area Homes For Sale

Villa Valencia Condos

Looking to buy or sell in the
Centrpl Florida I .Orlando area?
Contact Elizabeth Jovanovski
407-629-6330 ext 383
lizjovi47 @hotmail.com
RE/MAX 200 Realty. UCF Alumni

Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard
trash, Remodel, six days a week
.• Call Richard 407-568-2858

BAHAMAl

Medical Device/Pharmaceutical Sales
Career Preparation
& Recruiting Service
Call 205-620-3692

PARTY
CRUISE .

TEXTBOOK BUYBACK
Let us buy your textbooks back for
More than local bookstores!
Visit: www.centralbuyback.com

1279!

Bahamas Spring Bre·ak Cruise!
5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $499! Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:33
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386 .

$189
$239

WILLING TO NEGOTIATE CHEAP
RENT. M In 313, December-July.
Pool, gym, UCF shuttle, computer lab
Call Matt 407-468-0948
1/1 in Pegasus Landing available in a
4/4. $510/mo all utilities included. Great
roommates, ready in Dec.
Call Erin@ 941 -223-9942
1 BR in Riverwind 4/4
$51 O/mth. all util. inc luded
Male or Female/Avail. end Dec.
Call Terry 850-543-1911

1-800-618-"6:586
Rewarq: !Tor Recovery or Information
leading to the recovery of the Beta
Gamma Sigma Key, which was stolen
from the College of Business on/or about
Friday Oct. 28th. Contact 407-823-2181

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise will] food.
Accommodations-on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE' PRICE!
Cancun from $499

View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all ,classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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BORED?
Check out our crossword

, puzzle in the

I

I

C!entral 1lnriba 1uture
Classifieds

407-447-4555

AVALON PARK AREA TIMBERSPRINGS
Elegant 4B/4B, 3 Car Garage, Built in
2005, Never lived in, Pool w/screen, Lots
of Upgrades. Call now!
Kell(!r Williams Advantage Realty
Agent: Monica Braun.
Direct: 407-222-3488
Office: 407-977-7600
Email: MonicaBraun@mac.com

Need female to take over Pegasus
Landing lease Iii 7/06. $535/mo, all
utilities incl. , Call 407-580-5122 Today!
We will beat any other Sublease AD!

Pegasus Landing Sublease

Includes Port, Hqtel&
Departure Taxes, Transfers
&Tips! Recognized In
2002 For Outstanding
Marketplace Ethics

www.SpringBreakTrovel.com

Room Avail In 412, large kitchen &
llvlng room, w/d, In Pegasus Pointe.
Dec. rent free. $470/mo. Available
immediately! 561-628-4710

Pegasus Landing
1 bd. in a 3/3 to live w/ M&F roommates.
$510/mo utilities included, shuttle, pool,
gym. Ready to Rent ASAP! 407-341-6992

8. Mountain
sound
9. Talon
10. Make
i;nuddy
11. Hideous
19. Protozoans
21. Spotted
beetle
23. Writer
Rogers
St. Johns
24. Pug, e.g. _
25. Trailing
plant
26. Lad's lid
28. Greek' letter
29. Feel ill
30. Soaking
33. Tolerant
38. Exhausted
40. West
Pointer
41 . " __ brillig .. ."
42. Stuffing
herb
43. Rewrite
44, Actress
Louise
46. Neck part
47. Congeal
48. Appetites
51. Bedlam

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confideptial, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Fla. License. #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

F Roommate Wanted for 4/4 in
Northgate Lakes Apartments.
Next to UCF. Avail Dec - Aug.
Great rate w/ util included. 321-287-2644

DECEMBER RENT FREE

DOWN
1. Imitator
2. Vatican
notable
3. Leave out
4. Fraud
5. Holding
device
6. Dipstick
coating
7. Nudibranch

For Sale : Kawasaki Ninja 250 C.C.
Red, Only 7,500 miles, $2,500 OBO
407-737-6863 or email at
laetitiabin@yahoo.com

1,2,3 beds/ starting $120's. Built In
04/05. 10mins UCF. 407·381-0500
www.viilavalenciacondos.com
3/2.5 Townhome In Chancellor's Row
Immaculate, between UCF & Waterford,
1156 sq. ft., new carpel, fresh paint.
$199,000. Call Realtor at 407-575-9072

$975/mo, fully furnished and
Includes all utllltles. Close to UCF,
pool, gym, Internet. 407-496-4385.

find apartments, cars,
motorcycles and more.

Automotive

F wanted in 3/3 @ Alafaya Club
Furnished, big walk in closet, great
roommates. Available Dec 1.
$500/mo w/all utilities. 321-412-3339.
·2 rooms avail. in a 3/3. $535/mo. Utilities
included, access to UCF shuttle, fully
furnished, tanning, gym, pool incl.
Call 352-266-5462 or 352-895-1733

Jefferson Lofts 1/1 + Study

www.YukonBlue.com
You can also list and

~FOR SALE:

ICW

Call for free list of homes in the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Bryan
Stevens KW Realty 407-810-7622

2 bed/2 bath in Pegasus Pointe
$525 a month, all utilities included
Free shuttle to lJCF, great roommate
Call Ashley @ 407-926-2708

f.ist It Find It. Get It

Professional air hockey table with
electronic overhead scoreboard.
Plenty of handles and pucks.
Includes warranty until Jan.
Was $900. Will sell for $400.
Great for all ages.
Call 407-709-5098.

212 Pegasus Connection Sublease
No move in, no deposit.
.
2nd floor w/balcony, 1 mi from UCF &
Waterford Lakes. W/D , resort style
pool, internet, 24hr gym & security.
$604/mo w/ all utilities, seperate
leases.Avail Jan 1. 321-431-5369

212 Pegasus Pointe
Lease until August. Rent is $590/mo
all utilities and a great roommate
Will pay half of first month's rent
Call Stephanie. 407-454-1961

•+• YukonBlue...

8' Olhausen Pool Table

F Needed for 414 at Pegasus
Connection. Mins from UCF. First
Month Free! $494/mo, utilities incl.
Private bed/bath. Call 302-448-0318

FIRST MONTH FREE
1 BR in Pegasus Landing, 4/4.
M Wanted. Cable, Util., Internet
Pool, Gym, Basketball, Tennis
Lease thru July 31 $510/mo
Avail. Dec 10. Call Alex 802-355-0023.

Sponsored by

Great condition, cherry wood finish,
burgundy felt, many extras!
$1500 obo. 407-394-6219
ucfthor@yahoo.com

in 313 w/ private bath, private
parking avail, furnished, $550/mo
incl util. 786-423-7693

Room for rent in U-House 4/4 apart
Avail mid-Dec, furnished. $425/mo.
Utilities, cable, w/d & Internet incl.
Across from UCF.
'
Call Dan 407-383-8838

35. Sports facility
36. Cartoonist
Keane
37. Assembled
39. Asian calculator
41 . African fly
45. Bureau
49. Dry waterc
course
50. Cool, man!
52. Hill's companion
53. Opposed to,
for Li'I Abner
54. Lemon
refresher
55. Surmounting
56. Stiff hair .
57. Real estate
parcel
58. Special ·
favorites

Furniture - Sofa & love seat $300;
2 end tab, coffee table, bookcase
$60; weight set $150; nightstand
$30. Call 407-451-1134

Pegasus Connection
Sublease

Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Leaming.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu
Microsoft Access Programmer
PT Project Work
Fax resume to 407-673-3778
or email hr@l-sf.com

private bath. M pref. Smokers
welcome. $535/mo utilities incl.
Avalon Park 412 home. Close to UCF
Avail ASAP. 954-295-8505

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

Pegasus Landing $475/mo

•

Masterbedroom, walk-in closet,

Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.
Master BO Avail. in 3 bdrms house.
. Private bath, 6 mins from UCF,
$500/mo, utilities Included.
Call 239-272-7834

Curious. Disciplined. Determined. Aperson with a flair for writing or a desire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers. Fit the bill?Then there's
a job waiting for you at the Future. UCF's year-{ound,award-winning student newspaper is searching for:

•

414 apartment @ The Lofts
$565/mo. Avail. From Jan.'06 - July '06
Includes: Biggest BR in Apartment, close
to UCF, all utilities, Huge Walk-in Closet,
Completely Furnished, W/D,
cable w/ 8 HBOs. Call 904-553-2633

5 bedroom house in Ashington Park.
$425/month, ALL UTIL. INCL.
Call Kerri for details, 407-342·3855.
Room for Rent in 4/3 house off Curry
Ford. 15 mins. from UCF $450-$500/mo
includes utilities, high speed internet,
pool, w/d, etc. Avail Nov.
Call 407-625-8338 or 407-282-4246

(entral 'loriba '1rture

•

Village at Alafaya Club
1 bd. in a 414 all utilities included,
w/d. $515/mo. Call Nina
954-240-2057
•

1. Footless animal
5. Romaine lettuce
8. -Barely brown
12. Apple or pear
1.3. Stretch out
14. Jam
15. Legendary
16. In the· style of
17. Greet
18. Join forces
again
20. Gradually
22. Horned antelope
24., Likewise
27. Firework flop
'28. Raven's call
31. Reproductive
cells _
32. Lament
34. Hasten .

classifieds@ucfnews.com

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

(entral :flodba 1uture
for as low as $3 an issue!

.Completely remodeled 2/2.5 2-story
1300sf townhome only minutes from
UCF. $189,900. 321-277-3160. See
http://www.owners.com/ATD3451 for
more details and .photos.
Foreclosures!
4/3 Home! Only $27,000! Must sell
period. Call 800-749-8124 x8904

375

Pegasus Pointe 212.
Biggest apt. they have, utilities incl.,
$590/mo, great roommate, Dec. is
paid for! Move in Dec.10th.
Call 786-543-1197 Anytime!
The Village at Science Drive.
F, 1bed/1 bath. Avail. Dec. Large walk-in
closet. On campus shuttle. $525/mnth.
all util. incl. Call 407-222-6006.
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifleds@UCFnews.com
View all classifiedsl~nline anytime
at www.UCFrltws.com!

CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES
Darling teacups & toys! (home-raised)
Rainbpw.of colors! ·Short & long
coats. Health certified. Designer
clothes available. $450 & up in the
Orlando area. 407-905-5253.
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-ma,i\ your
ad to classifieds@UCFnew~.com

407-447-4

6
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ROCK STAR LUXURY > lt4DIVIDUAL LEASES & R 'O OMMATE MATCHING
> CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAR FROM THE DORMS.
-

-

·'

,

...

First we asked students everywhere what they wanted

..

fn an apartment, then we gave it to them:
....

Affordable lu'xury amenities
desig11ed around actual student life.
A place that's conducive to studying '! with built-in social life,
and a double dose of 1ive-on-your-own,

make-your-Own-choices, .·
off-campus FR'EEDOM !
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1.2024 .Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone: (407) 277-4007
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